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BARUCH PERIODICALS DESK
3rd Floor
(NON-CIRCULATING)
Baruch College <City University of New York
James Murtha Named
.Acting Vice President
Dr. James Murtha, named acting Vice President for Administration;
will fill the vacuum left by former VP Michael Zavelle
By Luz Ortiz outside the Appellate Court on Albany to lobby legislators. Called
In a memo sent to all CUNY Madison and 25th street. ·"A.P.B. Alert!" (Against Pataki's
student government presidents, Steve Kleinberg, publicafIairs . Budget), this rally will take place
Anthony Giordano, University Stu- coordinator for USS, said that a on February 27. Contact DSSG or
dent Senate (USS) chair, revealed number ofyears ago CUNY faculty USS at 212-714-2197.
his agenda to combat what he is and students sued the StateofNew "More activities will be an-
calling a "doomsday budget." York so that their funding would nounced in March where we will
Although most of the attention be comparable to SUNY's. "Al- continue tooppose tuition increases
has been focused on a $1,000 tu- though the USS is notinvolved in "and any cuts," said Kleinberg.
Ition hike. at the senior colleges, the lawsuit, Weinbaum u. Cuomo, "These proposals can be defeated.
sever-al programs are facing cuts it supports the spirit of the law- They're not set in stone."
and even elimination. Governor suit," said Kleinberg. Derrick Zhang, Baruch Day
George E. Patakihas proposed a Among the demands that will Session Student Government
10 percent reduction i n Tuition be made at the rally is that state (DSSG) president, and Carlos
Assistance Program (TAP), as well support for CUNY be. increased so Capellan, ·DSSG Vice President,
as total elimination of Search for that CUNY and SUNY senior col- are working closely with the USB
Education, Elevation &K.nowledge lege students receive equal fund- to "form an effective campaign to
(SEEK) and College Discover (CD), ing per full-time student. The cur- combat these increases." said
elimination of Aid for Part-Time rent $1,000 per student difference Zhang. Asked whether Baruch-
Study (APTS), and elimination of is as large as the entire $1,000 based protests or a letter writing
graduate TAP. proposed tuition increase for the. campaignwillbeconsi4ered,Z}).ang
Giordano called for a faculty senior colleges; preservation of' .said, ''Yes, but any protests or let-
and student meeting on February SEEK and APTS, .equal financial' ter writingwill be coordinatedwith
15 at 6:00 p.m., at the Graduate support for. CUNY and SUNY theUSS."
Center Auditoriurn, lower revel, 33 graduate students. Cur-rently Zhang went 'on to comment on
W, 42nd Street. CUNY graduate students receive . aPatakiquoteint~'eFebruary3rd
The tentative agenda includes one~fifththe,stat~supportofSUNY edition of The New York Times
~e-:-establishment-·6f~We·----~adu.ate.studeDts - . '_0 , __ .•__ "'.C_'.•.__th~t_~~i~.J.~'T~~_e~~~~~3~w t~aI?.pe~.
action committees and "establish-· The USS wrll be working-with ..inthatwelfare system~ave..tli~,
ment of committees for statewide student governments at both .same desires for themselves and
action. The first rally will take CUNY and SUNY colleges and their children: to see them ·get a
place on February 22· at 12 noon universities to coordinate a visit to decent education." Said Zhang,
"This statement is hypocritical. He
makes these comments while he's
eliminating $162 million from
CUNY, making it harder for the
poor to get an education."
Students are not the only ones
who will be affected by the CUNY
cuts. The New York Times re-
ported that tenured professors may
se-ecuts (also caned retrenchment}
in their ranks starting later this
year. For a retrenchment to take
place, a fiscal emergency has to be
declared. W. Ann Reynolds, CUNY
Chancellor, told the CUNY presi-
dents that she would ask the trust-
ees to declare a financial emer-
gency for the senior colleges be-
cause of the prospect ofa $20 mil-
lion to $25 million cut next year.
The declaration ofa financial emer-
gency is the first step the institu-
tions .must take in order to give
faculty members adequate notice
that they may be subject to-layoffs:
Dr. Reynolds said she thought it
was unfair that the across-the-
board cut in the executive budget'
- was 3.4 percent while the proposed
cut for CUNY was 25.7 percent.
Baruch College President .Mat-
thew Goldstein, in a memo to the
Baruch College community dated
February8, saidthatcuts will have
to be made. $15 million will be cut
from this Spring's allocations. The
College anticipates the need toop-
. erate on $900,000 less than their
continued on page 3'
CUNY Mobilizes For Budget .Battle
Pataki "Hypocritical" Says DSSG President Zhang
By Jason S. Grant plans as well as Baruch's plan
Acting Vice President for Ad- withrespecttovoiceresponsetech
ministration, James Murtha is al- nology," Murtha said emphasizin
ready facing tough challenges head that he is working on plans to fi
on after taking over for Michael nally install telephoneregistratio
Zavelle earlier this month. He says as well as making technologic
that-he is coping well with the new changes that would involve cam
pressures he has to deal with in- -- pus wide use of the Internet.
eluding the state budget crisis "I'm coming to realize with eac
which will affect most SU~ and - passing day its critical importanc
CUNY schools. as an approach' to serve the stu
- "My previous position was as dents and keep them offlines an
University Dean for Information. allow them to manage their tim
Services (so) in that capacity I be- better," he said. .
, came familiar with the university's continued on page 2
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Demonstrations Planned
If Governor George E. Pataki's proposed bud-
get ,is approved in its current form, it would
cause drastic changes in the City University
landscape. Some of those changes:
-$1,000 tuition increase for senior college un-
dergraduate students. Increases for graduate
and non-resident students would be higher.
-$162 million reduction(without tuition in-
crease) or $46 m ilIion reduction (with $1,000
tuition increase) to the senior college operating
budget.
-10% reduction to the Tuition Assistance Pro-
gram (TAP), and awards limited to 90% of t u-
ition costs.
-Search for Education Elevation and Knowl-
edge (SEEK) and College Discovery (CD) elimi-
nated. .
-Aid for Part-Time Study (APTS) eliminated.
-Graduate TAP eliminated.
The following events will be held to reg'ister the widespread
public dissatisfaction with Gov. George E. Pataki's proposed bud-
.get,wliicli.calts-for-·up-tC:f$l;006·increase-in-€B-N-Y-ta-i-tion-amlwil-l-....
eliminate SEEK and much o(TAP. .
•Emergency Meeting .... -- - --- -- -- - --~----
Wednesday, Feb. 15 at 6:00 p.m., the CUNY Coalition of
Concerned Faculty and Staff and the University Faculty Senate
will co-sponsor an emergency meeting at the Graduate Center
Auditorium at 33 W. 42nd St.
·CUNY-Wide Demonstration
Feb. 22, at 12:00 noon a rally will be held in front of the New
YorkAppe llat.e Court, at Madison Avenue at East 25th Street, to
protest tuition increases and to express support for the current
lawsuit to correct funding disparities between CUNY and SUNY.
Co-sponsored by the University Student Senate and the CUNY
Coalition of Concern d Faculty and Staff.
•Albany Trip· .
Monday, Feb. 27 t avel to Albany to meet with elected offi-
cials. Sponsored by the University Student Senate. For more
information call (212) 7l4-2198, or talk to the DSSG.
Schools Prepare For Devastating Budget Cuts
University Student Senate and Day Session Student Government Expected To Fight
What The Proposed Budget Would· Mean
To CUNY
\
\
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from page one reactions to the announcement that
original allocation. Because the Pataki's cuts to the City Univer-
semester has already started, the sity ofNew York may cause tuition
possibilities for cuts are limited. hikes of up to $1,000 per year.
However, there will probably be "It stinks," said Bernadette
sharp reductions in areas such as Olivo, a sophomore.
cleaning and maintenance, equip- But Andrea Gladney, a gradu-
ment repair, and hours of opera- ating senior who transferred from
tion of support facilities. All ser- - Syracuse University, said, "I think
vices will continue, but at reduced increases are fair because when
levels. compared to private colleges, tu-
"Hearings. on the Governor's ition here is very reasonable."
proposed 1995~96 budget will be Kamaljeet Singh, also a gradu-
scheduled by the Legislature. We ating senior, felt. that increases
cannot predict if the Legislature would be unfair in a school that is
will change the proposed budget comprised mostly of immigrants.
for CUNY. We will not know the "They can't really afford it," she
budget allocation until after the said.: Gladney replied, ''But think
legislation has been enacted. Due about it. If tuition is not raised,
by April 1, these actions are often classes will be cut. You'll end up
late," said the president in his payingfor it anyway by being here
memo. longer."
The memo continued, "Assum- One student, an upper junior
ing that the Legislature enacts a who did not want her name used,
budget similar to the Governor's, voiced an even more serious con-
Baruch's shareofthis cutwill range cern. "Ift~ition is raised, I'd have
from just under $5 million to over to drop out of school, at least for a-
$14 million, depending upon tu- year, and get a job so I could con-
ition revenue. To achieve the tinue my studies."
smallerdecrease, there would have Added another, "I'm on full fi-
to be a $1,000 tuition increase and nancial aid, and due to graduate in
no loss of students." the Spring. If tuition was raised
"Reappointments of higher -and financial aid stayed the same,
education officers (HEOs) and fac- I'd be forced to drop out so close to
ulty rnembers will be made in the graduation. I'd be devastated."
context of our extraordinary bud-.: This student also did not want her
get situation. Even if we assume name used. She said she wasn't
-the most favorable projections,the- embarrassed of being on aid. but
magnitude of the reductions re- didn't want anyone tofeel sorry for ·
quires that the college have the' her if she had to drop out.
o-p~io~ofdiscontinuingthe employ- .. . ._O.liyoJ__§.!!1Eh..aI}~t9J~_~!l:~y __~1l
.me~t ~f~me n()n-~£erture(fan(:fteil~-. agreed-they may consider writing
ured faculty and/or some HEOs." a letter, but would not join in any
Esther Liebert, dean of faculty protests. "I'm not about protest-
and staff relations confirmed that ing," said Gladney.
the first time retrenchments were In a memo to the Baruch Col-
done, in the 1970s, several lege community dated February 3,
untenured faculty members were Goldstein broached the subject of
cut. HEOs, who hold non-academic rallies and/or protests. ''Baruch
positions, were also cut. No re- College and CUNY are firmly com-
trenchment numbers have been mitted to the development of civic
reported thus far. responsibility and participation as
Said a tenured Baruch profes- vital parts of our education mis-
sor, "There's going to be a blood- sion. That also requires that a
bath, but the Professional Staff peaceful and efficient campus en-
Congress of CUNY, the union that vironment be maintained and that
represents faculty, will fight like all College activities continuewith-
crazy. There's a climate of fear out interference or interruption.
that has been created by this and We can have peaceful discussion
will be bad for the school because it and protest without any sacrifice
will catch faculty, students and to regular College activities. The
administrators in a storm of an- College will make facilities avail-
tagonism. When people start fight- able (through ourordinary policies
ing for. their lives, they don't re- and procedures) to students and/or
spect each other any more. I have faculty members to organize and
to say, though, that there's a lot of expresstheirconcernstoeachother
dead weight around here. Truth be and to the wider community,"
told, those that don't pull their The memo continued: "The
weight should go, as well as those College may not release either stu-
who violate the Multiple Position dents or employees from theirregu-
rule (this policy requires that em- lar College responsibilities for po-
ployment outside CUNY by full- litical activities; individuals must
time faculty members be limited to participate in such activities on
an average ofone day a week), 'and their own time. In the event that
there are many here who do." . attempts at disruption.of College
An administrator added: "Last activities occur, the administration
time there was a retrenchment, will act according to established
the letters announcing them were College and University procedures
received in late summer, too late to to maintain the normal use of Col-
get new positions for the fall se- lege spaces and activities. Estab-
mester. Most of those I knew who lished procedures will be used in
were retrenched, about 15 people, dealing with anyone attempting to
never returned." interfere with normal College op-
Baruch students had differing erations."
The following statement
was released by the City
University of New York on
the New York State Execu-
tive Budget on Feb. 1:
elected officials in support of a
quality of,life--agenda for New-
York State. We wil'lJceep you
informed aboutbudget develop-
ments in Albany as they hap-
pen, and let you know about
activities that will require your
participation. We're going to
need you throughou t thi s
lengthy budget process. Keep
in touch with your student gov-
ernment office.
"The students united will
never be defeated."
"We are reviewing and
evaluating the New York State
Executive Budget, which we
have just received.. We will meet
with college presidents tomor-
row to discuss the impact of the
proposed cuts on the colleges..
However, in the face of in-
creasing student enrollment at
the City Un iversity of New York
- 213,000 students this year,
compared to 208,000 last year
- the proposed cut of $158 mil-
lion in state aid is harsh and
potentially damaging to the
University. We are very con-
cerned, too, about the effects of
a proposed tuition i ncre a se
coupled with cuts to financial
aid programs that fail to take
into accoun t the low and moder-
ate incomes of so many of our
students.
We are looking forward to
working with the Governor and
the Legislature to assure that
the budget reflects our collec-
tive commitment to the mission
of providing access to educa-
tional excellence."
from page one
Dr. Murtha graduated from
Queens College and received a
PhD in sociology from Columbi a
University. He comes to Baruch
highly praised by President
Matthew Goldstein who said
that Murtha "brings the right
mix of analytical and humane
reasoning to his analyses" of
budgets, enrollments or admin-
istrative support.
Right now, Murtha is facing
one of the biggest crises to hit
CUNY and Baruch in many
years. Even though most of the
cuts will take place during the
1995-96 school year, the college
will have to run on $900,000
less than was originally allo-
cated for the Spring 1995 bud-
get.
There will be a search for a
permanent Vice President for
Administration and Murtha be-
lieves that there is a possibility
that he will be a candidate. "I'm
interested in Baruch, I'm inter-
ested in the campus and.I can
easily see myself, after finding
out more about what things are
like here, staying at Baruch."
Murtha
The following statement
was released by Anthony D.
Giordano, Jr., USS chair, in
response to Gov. Pataki's
proposed Executive Budget:
butions and the issues they face as
they come to this country. Bruce
Wong, a representative from
C.A.A.S., said, "There are some
things you just can't cover in busi-
ness. It's important to know what
is necessary for general living."
Baruch students gave varied
opinions about which focal point
would be most beneficial for the
Baruch community.
Louis Wang, a junior, felt that
all three would be beneficial. How-
ever, the topic about Asians in
America appealed to him more be-
cause he felt issues such as over-
coming some of the obstacles
present in the United States should
be discussed to a fuller extent.
Ricky Lee, a freshman, said
tha t many Asian-Americans al-
ready know what living in this
country is like and do not need to
be informed any more. "Americans
are intriguedbydifferent cultures,"
said Lee.
'We should try to understand
each other by learning about dif-.
ferent cultures," said Antoinette
Coulton, a senior.
City University Readies For War
Reactions To The Proposed Cuts
APB---Against Pataki's Bud-
get---RALLY!!!
On Monday, Feb. 27 Day Session
Student Government will be pro-
viding two buses seating up to a
total 100 students to travel to Al-
bany, N ew York to lobby against
Pataki administration. If you're
interested in attending, pleasecon-
tact DSSG as soon as possible. You
will not be penalized for you ab-
sence from class.
The following statement
was releasedbyDerrickZhang,
president of the Day Session
Student Government, on Gov.
Pataki's proposed budget. ~.
Budget cuts such as the above
have not been as drastic since the
1970s. If you would like to help
spread the word about Pataki's
budget cuts, please stop by room
1531 in the 360 PAS building or
call (212) 802-6790.
''The budget cuts will be devas-
tating to all Baruch students.
Needless to say, the qualityofedu-
: 'cation at Baruch will suffer and
students will have to strugglemore
to graduate from here.
"The budget cuts will affect
everybody, and therefore, every-
body shouldjoin the fight to defeat
Gov. Pataki's proposal.
. "A joint CUNY/SUNY rally is
planned for Monday, Feb. 27, at
Albany. The DSSG will provide
buses to transport students to Al-
bany and back. Buses will depart
at 6:30 a.m. from in front of 17
Lexington Ave.
'We urge all students to sacri-
fice a few hours of sleep. It's a
small price to pay to maintain the
quality ofeducation at Baruch and
to keep tuition costs and other ba-
sic services intact."
By Jessica James States.
Baruch is currently studying An open forum is being planned
the idea ofinstituting a program in for students and faculty.to present
Asian Studies, presently called the their opinions regarding the pro-
Area Studies Program, developed gram. Afterwards, a report of rec-
by Provost Lois Cronholm. The ommendations will be given to the
Area Studies Program includes Provost.
studies of Latin America, Europe, While most such programs are
Africa, Germany, Russia and Asia. housed in the School of Liberal
The Asian Studies Program is Arts and Sciences, Dr. William Eng,
the first of the series to be ex- Athletics Director, who is familiar
plored, although it is not yet clear with the prospect program, noted
what direction the program will that the program could verypossi-
take. There are, however, three bly be housed in the School ofBusi-
ideas for the program's focus. One ness.
idea is to study the culture, history The Coalition for Asian-Ameri-
and languages of Asia. Another can Studies (C.A.A.S.) would like
idea is to examine the business for the program to be included in
practices of Asian companies, an the Black and Hispanic program
idea·that some see as being the and perhaps considered as a mi-
closest to Baruch's perceived em- ,nor. The school's budget situation
phasis on business and public is still up in the air. ''We can't say
policy. This would involve dealing at this point," said Eng, "what
with the possibility of working for people or what form this program
an Asian company and acquiring- will be in terms of whether it will
certain skills and knowledge about be a department or included in the
the work ethics. The third idea minors program."
would be to focus on the Asian- The C.AA.S. is promoting the
American which has to do with the idea of focusing the program to-
- assimilation of Asian immigrants wards dealing with the history of
andAsian-Americans in the United Asian immigration, theircontri-
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When George E. Pataki became
governor of the State of New York
last November, he inherited a $4.7
billion 'budget deficit. This simply
means that New York's expenses
and disbursementsoutnumberrev-
enues by $4.7 billion. Now the
government has a choice: they can
either increase revenues by rais-
ing taxes or cut spending to lower
expenses. The Republican Admin-
istration chose the latter. Social
programs such as Medicare, Med-
icaid, Welfare, and the educational
system were cut to reduce spend-
ing. CUNY was cut $158 million.
So what is City University to do??
And how will this effect you? See
facing page for details.
~ What's Up
z
-~ With DSSG ??i-
Welcome to the February 15,
1995 .edition of DSSG's What's Up
news column. As the students of
LO~ . Baruch finish settling into the rou-
~ tine of classes and studying DSSG
2 is just beginning the long, hard
.c
Q) journey to fight for student rights.u,
Ifyou've picked up a newspaper or
glanced at the evening news, you
know of the massive bridget cuts
facing City U niversity ofNew York
and Baruch College. These deep
cuts to CUNY mean only one thing
for students: paying more money:
for less services.
As an elected student.leader, I
assure you that DSSG is doing ev-
erything in its power to fight for
you, the students. But consider
this: Baruch consists of 9,800 day
session students with a student
government of only 25 serving
them. I ask you, can 25 do the work
of 10,000? The answer is obvious
- we need your help!! Stand up
and take control of your future:
stand beside DSSG and fight for
education!
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Speak Now or Pay Later!
~
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-Iointhe CUNY/SUNY rally on Monday, Febru- ~
ary 27, inAlbany to defeat Governor Pataki's bud-
get cut!
Sponsored by your Day Session Student
Government(DSSG)·
Buses will be provided to transport students to
Albanyand back. Sign up in Room 1512, 360 Park
Avenue South now or just show up!
..
Buses leave at 6:30 A. M. in front of the 17 Lex.
bldg. Hey a few hours of sleep is a small price to_
pay to maintain quality educat.ion at .Bar-ucriarid
to keep t.uition cost and other basic services in
_.. ." -
tact.
Again, it's 6:30 a. m. 17 Lexington Ave.
Monday, February 27,1995
Reminder, a town meeting is scheduled with Matthew
Goldstein, president of Baruch College. The meeting is
'on Thursday, February 23, 1:30 p~m. - 2:30 p.m. in Room
1200 360 PAS. President Goldstein is very interested in
finding out how students feel about the proposed budget
cut and any other concerns Baruch students have.
For information, contact the IU Center on
Philanthropy, 550 West North si., Suite 301,
Indianapolis, IN 46202, (317) 274-4200.
FOR ESL STUDENTS
The Grammar Workshop/Conversation
Club will meet Thursdays from 1:00 to 2:·30
in Room 609 of 1 7 Lexington Ave. Everyone
is welcome.
HELPLINE SEEKS VOLUNTEERS
Help Line, a service to assist callers with
problems as varied as suicide, spouse abuse,
depression, or simply the need for informa-
tion and referral.
A ten-week training program· begins Feb.
28. For further information call (212) 684-
4480.
PAPER'S SOUG.HT FOR ITALIAN-
AMERICAN STUDIES CONFERENCE
Dr. Joseph V. Scelsa, director of the John
D. Calandria Italian-American Institute of
CUNY, at Queens College, invites papers on
the state of Italian-American studies. The
forum is open to scholars of all disciplines.
Conference proceedings will be published.
Submission deadline is March 1. For
more information, contact Dr. Vincenzo
Milione at the Calandria Institute , (212)
642-2095.
ESSAY WRITING COMPETITION
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity is sponsoring
an essay contest, with a prize of $200 for the
winner. Contestants must choose from one of
two topics: "Discuss the n'eeds and plans for
a separate economical base for African-Ameri-
cans and other minority groups" or "What
are the implications afflicting the CUNY sys-
tem in the new political atmosphere, and
how do we, as a minority, need to prepare to
deal with these changes as they arise?"
Submission deadline is March 3. For
further information, contact PhiBeta Sigma
in Room 1424 of 360 Park Ave. South, or Carl
Aylman in the Office of Student Life or your
advisor.
SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE
Applications for scholarships, provided
by the Baruch College Fund, are available in CONCERT UPDATE
the Office for Student Development, in Room New music group Giverny will be per-:
1702,.360ParkAve.,S·outh. Last year, almost. fcrming original music for the harp and flute
$50,000 was granted to 90 deserving stu- on Feb. 23 at 8:00 p.m. .
dents. Academic excellence is the primary Pianist Jeffrey Biegel will be perforrnirig
criterion, but need and other factors will be on Feb. 24 at 8:00 p.m, and teaching a "mas-
considered. Submission deadline is March ter class" on Feb. 25 at 3:00 p.m.
10. For more information, contact t.he Green-
wich House Music School, at 46 Barrow St.
Call (212) 242-4770 for details.CUNY LAUNCHES STUDY ABROAD
PROGRAM
The City University of New York has es-
tablished a program to help CUNY students
part.icipate in short-term study abroad pro-
grams taking place in summer of 95 and the
intercession of 96~ The Study/Travel Oppor-
tunities for CUNY Students project will make
grants in the range of $500 to $1000. CUNY
offers a wide variety offor-credit study abroad
programs in such subjects as business, lan-
guage, literature, dance, and theater.
For more information on contact the In-
ternational Studies Office.
FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM SEE'KS WALLY AMOS TO SPEAK
GRADUATING SENIORS Wally Amos, formerly of Famous Amos
The Indiana University Center on Phi- Cookie Company, will speak at Barnes and
lanthropy is seeking student applicants for Noble bookstore at 600 Fifth Ave. on Feb. 22,
its Jane Addams Fellowships. The fellow- from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m. Amos, who lost the
ship program awards each fellow $15,000 for rights to his own name through a California
the year and 12 credits toward a graduate' court ruling, will discuss his new b09~, The.
degree. Application deadline is February 17, Man With No Name. He currently operates a
1995. cookie company called 'Uncle .Noname.
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continued on page 10
.-.
* Graduate TAP eliminated
(CD) Eliminated
* Aid for Part-Time Study (APTS)
eliminated
The Day Session Student Government will
do all it can to stop the proposal from being
enacted. However, we need your support
desperately!
On Monday February 27, 1995, DSSG- will
charter 2 buses to take students to Albany to
protest this immoral proposal by Governor
Pataki. The buses will be leaving at 6:30 A.M.
in front of the 23rd Street Building. Please
come and join us. It is a chance to help
yourselfll
Sign up at the DSSG office now. We're
located in Room 1512 in the 360 Park Avenue
South building.
Editor's Note: Derrick Zhang is the president
of the Day Session Student Government.
law school divides admissions candidates into
segregated groups, ranking races, in order to
reach-specific numerical "goals." Corning, Inc.
has tied its executive bonuses largely to how
many minorities and women a manager can
hire and promote. On combined wr-itten and
oral exam scores of 100, the Federal Bureau of
Investigation gives blacks five extra points
strictly because of race.
Affirmative action was never approved
through the legislative process. Instead,
unelected bureaucrats overturned the nondis-
criminatory principles ofthe 1964 Civil Rights
Act. The federal courts backed them up and
acted as though a policy, that was explicitly
prohibited by the 1964 Civil Rights Act, was
actually required by it.
Affirmative action ,policies are actually
quite harmful to those whom it was intended
to help. For example, minority students have
been placed in colleges where they are most
likely to fail. In his book, Inside American
Education, Thomas Sowell demonstrates the
problem at M.I.T.,.where the average black
student scored in the top 10 percent nation-
wide, on the mathematical portion of the SAT
yet was in the bottom 10 percent at M.I.T..
Nearly a quarter of these students failed to
graduate and those who did, had significantly
lower grades than their classmates. This is a
Therein Black
For Your Info
Attention All Students...
- "
By Derrick Zhang.
In light of Governor Pataki's proposed
$158 mil liorrcut ill' the CUNY budget, the
time is more urgent than ever for all CUNY
students to get involved lin the legislative
process.
The devastating effect of the proposed cut
will affect all CUNY students. Here are
some of the likely occurrences for Fall 1995:
* $1000 Tuition Increase for under-
graduate students (Higher or Grad. &
Non-Residents.)
* And on top of the tuition increase,
reduction in number of ourse offer-
ings, leading to bigger class size; in essence,
students will be paying more for less.
* 10% reduction to the Tuition Assis-
tance Program ,(TAP); no more than 90% of
tuition costs will be awarded
* Search for Education, Elevation &
Knowledge (SEEK) & College Dis C 0 v e r y
"..Minority students have
been placed in 'colleges
where they are most
·likely to fail." ,
By Daniel Bagliore
If you think the battle over Proposition
187 (cuttingwelfare benefits for illegal aliens)
in California was ugly, then prepare for the
likely battle over affirmative action in the
same state. Signatures are being gathered
to place on the ballot in 1996 a proposal
which will ban the use of "race; sex, color
ethnicity or national origin ada.acrjter-ion
either discriminating against or granting
preferential treatment to any individual or
group" for college admissions, jobs, promo-
tions and government contracts.
Unsurprisingly, a majority of Californians,
and Americans in general, oppose affirma-
tive action programs. "
Despite their unpopularity, affirmative
action programs are commonplace in various
institutions, such as colleges and universi-
ties, businesses and government at all lev-
else The University of California-Berkeley's
The opinions expressed on the Exhale pages are those of the individual writers, and do not necessarily
represent the opinions ofThe Ticker editorial staff. The Ticker accepts only typewritten and signed opinion
pieces ofno more than 750 words from BaruchCollege students. Publication ofExhale articles is contingent
upon an editorial board vote. Letters must be nomore that 350 words, typewritten and signed, Unsigned
letters will not be published. However, when appropriate, names will be withheld upon request. Writers
should provide, day and evening telephone numbers. All submissions are subject to editing for space and
clarity. Af!,dress all opinion pieces and letters to the Exhale editor. .. ..
By Matthew Goldstein
By now most ofyou will have read or heard
aboutthe extraordinarybudget reductionswhich
have been proposed for CUNY. This letter is to
update you on the current status ofthe planning
process in response to these reductions, which
undoubtedly will precipitate a crisis at CUNY of
the magnitude last seen in the 1970's.
While most of the attention understandably
is going to the 1995-96 budget, it is important to
recognize that CUNY must cut $15 million from
this Spring's allocations. Our College anticipates
the need to operate on $900,000 less than our
original allocation. Since there are limited possi-
bilities for cuts at this time of the year, there
probablywillbe sharp reductions in suchareas as
cleaning and maintenance, equipment repair,
and "hours ofoperation of support facilities. Vir-·
tuallyall services willbecontinuedthroughJune,
but the levels will be reduced.
The Governor's proposed 1995-96 budget for
the CUNY senior colleges includes these major
changes: a lump sum reduction of $46 million;
elimination of the SEEK Program ($15 million);
and an increase in tuition revenue of $117 mil-
lion. State-funded financial aid programs would The B·O,HOITl Line .
be sharply reduced: the Tuition Assistance Pro- ~ ~ ~J,l
gram (TAP) for graduate students, the STAP
program for students taking remedial courses, ~ . ,
and theAid for Part-time StudyProgram (APTS)· t·...S
wouldbeeliminated; new limits on TAP would be .. .
set for full-time undergraduate students. (Tu-
itionis set-bythe€UN¥-Bcard,--and-its-deeision . - ... ".
about future tuition levels will have a major a n'd
impact on the budget.)
Hearings on the Governor's proposed 1995-
96 budget will be scheduled by the Legislature.
We cannot predict if the Legislature will change
the proposed budget for CUNY. We will not know
the budget allocation until after the legislation
has been enacted: due by April 1, these actions
are often late. Assuming that the Legislature
enacts a budgetsimilarto theGovernor's, Baruch's
share of this cut will range from just under $5
million to over $14 million, depending upon tu-
ition revenue. To achieve the smaller decrease,
there would have to be a $1,000 tuition increase
and no loss of students.
We are preparing the College for this excep-
tional planning process. Reappointments of
HEO's and faculty members will be made in the
context of our extraordinary budget situation.
The College has asked the Chancellor to recom-
mend to the Board ofTrustees a stateoffinancial
exigency at Baruch. Even ifwe assume the most
favorable projections, the magnitude of the re-
ductions requires that the College have the op-
tion of discontinuing the employment of some
non-tenured and tenured faculty and/or some
HEO's, including those under 13.3b of the PSC
agreement.
We are in contact with the Faculty Senate
and the student governments, and appropriate
planning groups will be formed, If theC~
Board declares a state offiscal exigency, Baruch
will establish a Retrenchment Committee ac-
cording to CUNY procedures. I am sending you
this information with a sense of deep regret
because it is obvious that this budget reduction
will have a detrimental effect on the progress
which thisCollegehas made in recentyears. I am
determined to invoke that same collegial spirit
which forged that progress as w,e reconsider the
future ofBaruch College. Please feel free to write
to me with your comments or suggestions (Box
D710)..
Richard Scott
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< "Tmon. full financial aid, anddue togradu-
dJfeiiTY < theSRr;in,~~' .<lftuitron -was raised and
<~~~it:#.~:ijfi~~fb~s(:I,me,L'tlbe forced to
'/I;ii!ll£JllftsoCZfJsrJ-Nrl gft:Jiluttttan. < ['dbe deuas-
''Iwantto cutspending. Thereare'exceptions.
One of those exceptions is in state aid for
schools."
-George E. Pataki, in an interview with the
Empire State Report, Aug. 1994 issue.
Gov. Pataki has unveiled his budgetproposal for fiscal year 1995, and its
impact on CUNY can be summed up in just one word: catastrophic.
The budget would cut state spending on the City University system by as
much as $158 million. Lesser cuts would result in an across-the-boar-d tuition
increase, perhaps byas much as $1,000 per undergraduate student.
At the same time, it would cut or entirely eliminate forms-of financial aid
that many students rely on: TAP, SEEK, CD, and APTS. Gov. Pataki's cuts
will push many less fortunate students out of school. How many students can
afford a $1,000 tuition increase at the same time that their financial aid is' cut
or eliminated?
CUNY is a university system with a tradition of supplying quality educa-
tion to a constituency unable to afford higher-priced private 'schools. Isn't
that the ~ission of a public university system? For many students, there is
no collegiate alternative to CUNY. ,-
Everyone wants their taxes reduced, but at what cost? Today's CUNY are
tomorrow~!3 business, s~cial, and political leaders. Gov. Pat.aki's plan for
CUNY would take so marty oftoday'sstudents out ofthe runnihgfor tomorrow's
leadership positions that the whole state will be shortchanged, not just CUNY
students. Does .Gov. Pataki wish. to be rernemberedias the' governor who
reduced state spending at the expense of future generations?
Education is just too important to politicize.
Is this from the same George Pataki who presented himself during the
campaign last year as a friend of education?
On Mon., Feb. 27, Day Session Student Government will be providing
two buses to take up to 100 students to Albany to lobby against Gov. Pataki's
plans for CUNY. Any student who chooses to attend will not be penalized for
missing classes. If you are interested in attending, please contact the DSSG
as soon as possible. -
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Continued on page 10 .~ ....~.: .
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talked about ways to get the wealthy's taxes
cut, Newt would just sit there though. The best
news about this ''Newt Gangrene" is that his
approval rating, thank God, isn't high enough
for him to have aspirationsto run for president.
I have never had to sit through a more boring
event than Bill's speech. That speech. ran
longer than the length of Freebird. Onehour
and a half. That is a great way to lose the
attention ofeveryone attendingthe conference.
In fact, I think I saw Al Gore popping some
Black Beauties just to stay awake. Hell,
Clinton's daughter Chelsea couldn't even stay
awake it was past her bedtime. This was one
., -
time my addiction to politics and current eve-tits
has let me down. Clinton lost me with his
speech. It isa good thing that the New York
Times transcribed it. But even that couldn't
conceal the sheer boredom of the speech. I was
surprised that Governor ChristieWhitman was
awake at the erid ofthe speech, and understood
what he said. BHI Clinton's speech was coun-
terproductivein -helping change the conserva-
tive slant- our-country has. His speech may
have more followers for Newt's boys. Thebasic
American isn't going to, and doesn't have ·the
attention span or the' time"to, sit thruanhour":
. ..
, -- ---'--......:=_--:.._------'---_.- .. ..- .... ----•
orse
notbeheardbymanyaroundtheeountryas this trial··
has taken our attention from anythingelse happen-
ingaroundthe world. The funny scene ofhaving
.Newt" Gingrich behind Bill. through out his
speech was funny to me. I wonder what Ne~t
was doing behind that podium? Probably ei-
ther giving Bill the finger or the thumbs up
sign. The way the .camera was focusing on
Newt should convince the public of what he
really is. The way he gave standing ovations to
certain suggestions and no approval to others
showed what the real problem is with our politi-
cal system. He doesn't try to back Clinton up at
all. Instead his quasi-fascist crew are looking
to poke holes in Clinton at every chance they.
get. Bill had better watch his step because
these guys are looking to put the knife in his
back every opportunity they get. Isn't that a
great way to be in power. Newt's boys are so
talkative now that they have a Democrat to .
trash now but their plans haven't exactly set
our country...on fire. These banshees were not
. anyplace to be found when George Bush was
chillin' at Camp David and his sons were run-
ningup big bills. Now, however they are ready
for the attack; It. was really sickening -to see
Newt getting'up t~ cheer anytime Bill's speech
talked about cutting the size of government..
Newt got up like.therebothe is. JAny time Bill
'Snooze Button
"This is the MTV
generation, we need
constant sexual
)~ "reJerences...
Gettin
-
About ThatArticle
The
With the brand new Republican Congress, we get to
see Bill get to be a Republican right before our eyes.
No state ofthe union address is complete without a
couple ofkey statements. For example:"Godbless
America", whatever that means. Furthermore they
always talkabout these so-called miraculous plans,
thatwill help cure America from the mergingmuck
thaiwearewallowingin. Finally,~hesespeechesare .
nevertakiftiveirYseriously. We allkri~h6Wmuch
Americans have interest in politi~"1J~Clinton
constantly·reFers-to the O.J. triat{hiJ~Will .
.,:u.~''i~:~
By Bennet Maurer
''I write the same old-song with a few new lines
and everybodywants tohear it. I write the same old
song." - The Who, 1978 New Song from WJw Are
you.''Now I'm recyclingtrash." TheWho, They'reAlI
In Love from Who By Numbers 1975.
Bill Clinton'sratingsarelowerthanTomSynder's
new late night show. To try to tum this tide, Bill
decidedtogivehisyearlystateoftheunionmessage.
Pro or Con
By Jason s. Grant Baruch has been ranked as the top commuter with the Daily Trojan, a paper that I have
Last semester, Luke Stanley made offen- school in the nation. Saying there are no worked for. The Daily Trojan has won many
sive comments in regard to Baruch College and intellectuals here is very offensive. Baruch's national awards. One such award was for an
had the audacity to compare the University of student body is far different than that of USC. extra edition published to deal with the L.A.
Southern· California to Baruch. There have Most students at Baruch are trying to get a Riots. IfBaruch had such an incident and the
been several rebuttals to his statements since, degree while working to support families. In Ticker covered it I am- sure it would win an
and as a visiting permit student, from USC I my c1asses at Baruch, I'have met many intellec- award also. Similarly, over the past few years,
would like to make my own observation, tuals. The USC community whether I or any the Daily Trojan has published -many stories
As a current USC student who is now at- other Trojan may hate to hear it is composed about scandals in the Student Senate which
tending Baruch this year, I would like to praise mostly ofstudents whose parents are'extremely Mr. Stanley says there should be more of in the
Baruch College and say that without Baruch, I Ticker. As far as I know Baruch does not have
probably would not be able to return to South- _ that kind of scandal in its student organiza-
ern Cal next fall. The reason for this is quite " •• .Baruch is not in the tions. I would also like to say that it is not how
simple, a medication i was taking to control many scandals a paper covers-that makes it a
Tourette's Syndrome had caused adverse side same league as USC." good or bad paper. What really matters is how
effects which made me very drowsy and very that paper serves its readership. The Ticker
depressed. By the end of what was supposed to does thatjust as well as the Daily Trojan. As an
be my Junior year at USC I had only completed wealthy and can afford a college tuition of the asterix, it should be mentioned that Baruch
enough credits just to be over the sophomore 30,000· dollar a year range. Unfortunately, students are mostly business students. People
ranking. Needless to say, I ended up on aca- Baruch does not have philanthropists such as do not go to Baruch to studyjournalism though
demic probation. . Walter Annenberg donating millions of dollars I am informed that the college does have a fine
When I came home from USC this summer, to the college. Baruch also does not have a program combined with creative writing.
my family and I came to the conclusion that I storied football program so that high school Thus it is quite obvious that Baruch is a
should stay home for a year and recuperate. So students who watch games on TV can say, I high caliber school in its own right. I would also
I applied to Baruch as a permit student and am want to go there for college. And lastly, Baruch like to make a public Thank You to Baruch
takinggeneral education classes so that I could does not have as large an alumni association College as well as two of my instructors Dr.
have some credits transferred to USC when I that donates funds to the school as does USC. Emil Gernert and Fr-ank Romeo of the Biology
return. With a little luck I will return in the fall Thus I have come to the conclusion that Baruch, Department. They are the first instructorswho
and be able to do the same high caliber work for all its differences toUBC, is a fantastic wholeheartedly took. an interest in my educa-
there that I have 'learned to do atBaruch. Ifnot school and serves its functionto the maximum. tional goals in my t~r~ ~d·a ?al_f ye~ as. a
for Baruch and its-high.c~libe~faculty, I _\Vo~ldAs"a'newmember of the: Ticker I would like~ college sruderrt O~cludingmy_t 11De at:~C). In
notbe in as good aposi#ori togoback·tto·USC as to clarify thatwhetherwe are at USC on Baruch my judgement, it is. not ;h~~· ~~ch ~~n_ey' .a.
r'am now." .. .. ..;;'.'. _~ .. - .. :'- ... l'. .. _ Or Michigan or:Los Angeles City College, writ. school has, nor the.~l~ oft1?-~.sch~~and ~ow!~t
.-, "Furlherm~re· ·it is u~airtojudge a eitYers on school papers are .allamateurs. J do-not. is...ranked tba;t matters, ·What m~tter$·1~ the.
uJlj~e'tsity·?!olleg~'!>ythe ~~anp~rdsofa-pri~ate considermyself.awriter-on-the-Ie~lofthe New . qu~ity o~itsins~ctors and·~OW-lt s;rv:s.th:· . -;
. institution"·several,~:times·::larger·and~.1reV-eral-·u·-Y~-eS:1)rthe~Angeles. Times:.:~-""'·--- -- .~.~muBity.-Banu:hColJege~~d tb.e __~~~~::-.~_._~_ .... ,._...--' .. _..--~
times wealthier than Baruch. It alsomustbe Mr.- Stanley seems to feel that Baruch's 'w~lt"&otJr:-hllVe1l"high':eommrtm~to l~Sstu-- .
said that though Baruch is not in- the same student newspaper staff are not top quality for dents and do deserve to be me~tloned In the
league as USC in regards to size and wealth, a college paper. Mr. Stanley is more.familiar same sentence as SouthernCal.;
_.-
ingincludingmilitaryspendingand farm subsidies,
"duringthelaissez-faireguildedage. Theyears 1866
to 1893 in fact saw unbroken series of budget sur-
pluses.
"In the 1880sand early 1890sthe only war
was against the Apaches until Geronimo's ·surren-
der in 1886 and to suppressthe last "Ghost Fleet,"
.launched in the 1880s was only a hint of the Great
White Fleet, America's debut as a global sea power.
Fortyyears laterthe 1921-29HardingandCoolidge
administrations were, if anything, less extrava-
gant... the Washington armaments treaties were
-ratifiedin1922. In1927CoolidgevetoedtheMcNazy-
Haugen bill to subsidize troubled far rners by pur-
chasing wheat, corn hog, cotton and tobacco sur-
pluses." Unlike during the eighties when "farm
incomesupport outlays... mushroomied)...from $11
"billion in '81 to $31 billion in '86."
Philips suggested that thischange in policy
is not simply mere foolishness, but a deliberate
scheme to get interest rates up and make lenders
richer. Former budget director (under Reagan)
David Stockman admitted they anticipated large
deficits in spring 1981 as they were planning their
tax reduction program.
"Funding this huge deficit realigned the
nation's wealth. Under Reagan, annual federal
expenditures on interest climbted) from $96 billion
in '81 to $216 billion in '88":
That's how it was 'till from out of the wild
west came a self-made millionaire with some old,
newideas. HeIlIYBossPerotranasan independent
candidaterorp~denthl'92,h:e'caInp8ign~~~:
oncuttingthedeficitandreceivedanunprecedented
19%. He pulled most his votes from Republican
candidate-George Bush-who- was~forre-.-_.
election wliichhelpedhis Democratic opponentBill
Clinton win.
Since then, Perot has built a grassroots
political movement called "United We Stand
America"andhascontinued tocampaignon several
issues such the North American Free Trade Agree-
ment (NAFI'A) where hedebatedVICe PresidentAl
Gore on NAFrA's possible effects onjobs, it passed
despitePerot'sobjections. Hehasbeencampaigning
fora lawrequiringabalancedfederalbudget. Hehas
pushed for a spending reduction plan called "A to Z
SpendingCuts"andagainsttheGeneralAgreement
on Tariffs and Trade (GATr) largely because of its
inclusion of the World Trade Organization (WfO)
for posingas a threat tothe sovereignty ofstates to
keep their own laws and Americas trade interests
being outvoted by a 123 nation board.
Whathave been theeffectson Perot's cam-
paign. The GOP is now embracing the Balanced
BudgetAmendment as one of its main items in the
ContractWithAmerica(a listofproposalsbyRepub-
lican Congressman in their campaign of'94). While
the Contract calls for more Pentagon spending,
there limit on U.S. involvement in intern.ationaI
peace keeping missions could save could save the
U.S. a good deal ofmoney, not to mentionAmerican
lives. Why all these sudden changes? Maybe they.
have read a few opinion polls, maybe they have
awoken to their traditions or perhaps it has some-
thing to do with Mr. Perot sayinghe will ron again,
ifhe dose not like what he sees as the Republican
alliterative to Clinton's agenda. Whatever the rea- .
son, itmaybe thebest thingtohappen toAmerica in
decades.
Up to now, Washington's ''law ofspending"
has beenyou can't create or destroy spending, you
can only change its form, Now that the GOP has
scoreda massivevictoryinbothseats inofCongress,
we many soon find out if they have learned. their
lesson. Will they stand up for a balancedbu~
againstsoeial spending,entitlementsandtheUnited
Nationsorwillwe seeanothersaddeeadeofcompro-
rnises, shuftlingscbemesandlies. Alleyesai'eon the
elephant. ..
"Government-induced--
consumer booms would
only work as "ends and
could have downturns."
-
President Wilson's income tax, along with taxes on
businesses and investors while beginning attempts
at lowering tariffs.
...The criticisms leveled by Republicans and con-
servatives were mainly that artificial resuscitation
of the economy by the government would never in
the longrun work. Government-induced consumer
booms would only work as trends and could have
downturns. They also stated that the programs
could mushroom in cost as more peoplejoinand that
thegovernmenteventuallywouldrun~utofrevenue
and go into debt. Immediate needs vs. long term
sense, hearts vs. brains seemed to be what consti-
tuted the grounds of those debates.
After that, it took decades for the conservative
movement to revive itselfto lead again. In the '50s,
Republicans received the fortune ofhaving Dwight
Eisenhower, a nonpolitical WorldWar II hero as the
leader of their party. His successor Richard Nixon
was eventually able to make it big by appealing to
issues where the conservative movement was most
8
For YourInfo,··..
Are You A Demop,u-blican
A ublicrat?
plaeethroughantitrust legislation. AstheNineteen
Teens rolled along, the growth of conservative Re-
publicans, such as William Howard Taft who be-
Iiewd in a less regulatory economic policy angered
Teddy Roosevelt and his more progressive govern-
ment wing, At the end of World War I, another
dispute arose between those who wanted a more
isolationist foreign policy and those who tended to
supportintervention.Bythe20sWarrenG.Harding
established that the party's position would be to
"return to nonna1cy."
NearlyallRepublicansbelievedthatspend-
ingshould remain low, while themain source oftax
revenue shouldcomefrom tariffs andsales taxes, on
severalfronts. Thesepolicieswereworking.America
usually had a budget surplus and she was the
breeding ground for big economic booms, such as
what is now referred to as 'The RoaringTwenties."
But a combination of protectionism and lack of
insurance for failed banks made the U.S. economy
unstable, the former because it prevented busi-
nesses from turning to othermarkets abroad when
times bad at home, the latter because it caused
entire communities to go broke when too many
people took money out of thebank.
When The Great Depression hit, many
businesses went bankrupt, one quarterofthe coun-
try was unemployed and millions starved. The
majorityofAmericans turned to a figurewhowould
change the policies dramatically, Franklin D.
Roosevelt. 'The New Deal" turned American poli-
tics a full 180°. He started dozens of government
employment programs. He created the FDIC to
insurebanks money iftoo manypeople were to pull
out. HestartedSocialSecurityasa public insurance
for the old To get money of these massive new
programs, he began implementing various new
forms of taxation as well as substantially raising
ByKevin Degidon
Many have heard of the great confrontation of
Chicago, when the Chicago 7 lead a protest against
U.S.'involvement in the Vietnam War. We have all
seen the tapes of the rioting followed by the crack-
down by the Chicago police called on by Chicago's
DemocraticmayorRichardDaley. Sincethen,many
have viewed the Democratic Party as a party of
division anddisorganization. TheRepublican Party
on the other hand has been viewed as a party well
linked with a united goal, but is it? Do Republicans
truly share the same goal?
TheGOPhasn'talwayssupportedthesame
agenda. TheRepublicanParty's first majornational
figurewasAbraham Lincoln. Lincoln leadtheUnion
against the rebels ofthe South. His agenda was to
keepThe United States one country, emphasizinga
more centralized federal government, outlawing
slavery and favoring an economic policythat helped
northern industrialists primarily through higher
tariffs. The Democratic Party then was run by
Southern ranch owners and the Republican Party
by industrialists in the north. Except for members
oftheDemocraticPartymachinesuchasTammanny
Hall who were primarily working class people of
Irishand Italianancestry. In the south most blacks
voted Republican.
At the turn ofthe Twentieth Century, new
ooalitions began with changes in economics and
world politics. Republican President Theodore
Roosevelt believed that America should be strong
abroad, as he stated in his famous quote, "speak
softJyandcarryabigstick."Healsowaslabeled'The popular, primarily:~e and.communism. .: .1
Trost Buster" for being the first president to be In the~~,Amen~~ ready for a full.dose of
.oommittAld to fightingfor rompetition inthelll8rltet ..~~::n~:~~;n~
. - _.- - . canconservatism. Undemeaththesmile, itwas the
" ...A party ofdivision and same movement returning, or was it? The move-
mentofthe~ tookanewfonn called "supply-side"disorganization." this was an economic principal that believed that if
govemmentcuts taxesgrowth in buyingand invest-
ing will rise more revenue because people will be
makingmoremoney,hencetheywillbepayingmore
in taxes. Theneo-conservativesbelieved inexpand-
ingbusinessesbyopeningtrade. Thereare similari-
ties here and with the views of the old right, both
believed that lower taxes lead to more growth but
while the old right was against income taxes, the
new right was only for lowering them, ditto for
corporate taxes. The old ronservatives would have
consideredtheideaexpectingtoreplacelostrevenue
by economic growth to be foolish. In pushing for
more consumption with tax cuts, supply-siders had
more incommonwith thenewdealers thanwiththe
old conservatives. The neo-conservatives' belief in
trade at anycostwouldhave sent tremors to theold
.eonservatives who saw tariffs as the country's main
source of revenue.
The results ofthe supply-side movement were
good in that it stimulated the economy. After
creating a small recession in '81 with the Federal .
Reserve jacking up interest rates to kill eleven
percent inflation, Reagan's tax cutskilled the reees-
sion and sent America intoyears ofeconomic boom,
but not without its price, The party that originally
championed fiscal conservatism quadrupled the
deficit. Americans trade- debt with Japan among
other tradirig partners soured.
"Republicans succeeded in. what tradition
said was thSr weakpoint, stimulatingan economy
thatrouldcreatejobsforth£averoge.Arneioon, while
they failed where history said they never would, in
keeping a fiscally sound economic policy. Those
whosejob it was to see itkeptatbay, failed todo their
work. Kevin Philips a Republican and fonner cam-
paign advisor for President Nixon suggested in The
PoliticsofRichandPoor evenmore sinistertheories
for this polley.
Philips describes past conservative eras.
Taxcutscameonlyafter largereductions in spend...
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to a price of 63 7/8, down 2 3/8 on
the day.
The difficult bond market con-
ditions made a Mexican issuer, .
1994·1995 Ticker, AU Rights Reserved
Mexic(J~Kamikaze Run Almost Flatlined U.S. Economy
The Road To Mexico's Recovery Has Been ARoughOl1e For The U.S.
.
·India,..The Other Emerging Market
India Gains Ground During Mexico's Economic Strife
By Richard 'E. Scott, Jr. Soros Fund Management, the in- ister Manmohan Singh led the Last month, while visiting
While Mexicoisbusy trying to vestment company of New York- governmentfromNewDelhito Nevi Delhi, US Commerce Sec-
regain its status as America's based financier, George Soros, embrace market factors and retary, Ronald H. Brown ex-
favorite emerging' market, In- disclosed that its landmark in- foreign irivestrnerrt in. 1991, pressed to the Indian leaders
dia has taken its ..place as the vestment in India would be a American companies led in- the United States' wish to con-
apple of United States cornpa- vestment in various sectors solidate the lead that American
nies' investment eyes. Although A· from telephone systems toven- corporations had taken in mak-mencant.hecourrtry is still undergoing t ures that make. breakfast ce- rng jrse of the country's new
political reform, increasing US • reals and breakfast drinks. op'enness"Thatpofhtwasdriven
inves.tment evidences America's cOmpan·leS .~ American companies represent home by Americanbuaineas ex-
confidence in India's economy. representalmost 40. almost 40 percent of the total ecutive s traveling with Mr.
Total investment in India has 1:' Government-approved invest- Brown when they signed. con-
gone from zero in 1981 to al- p.ercent ofthe total ment proposals since the eco- tracts worth $7 billion ip pro-
most $3 billion in 1993. This _ r.I nomic reform began more thanspective investments.
figure is expected to rise to over Government- the combrned 'total of all pro- . While many people are excited
$12 billion in 1995. . .posals of Europe and Japan. aboutU'S investment in India;' a
WesfBengal, Calcutta's capi- approved It ·seems a ppar errt that fair number is also weary.ofthe
tal, has been under Communist rl:' India's population 'of 890 .mil- . reformation process there. For-
rule for nearly two decades and investment lion, of which the Government eign businesses' .st.il]: run into
has a poor economic track record ~I estimates 200' miltionpeople bureaucrattc interference and
similar to that of Moscow. How- . proposals with surplus incomes, make big logistical' roadblocks in a
ever, when India's economic re- uok' them attractive p rospect.ive country where vast areas have
form efforts began to work, customers forforeign products. seen virtually no progr~ss in
American companies took no~ . partnership in a. ~1.25 billion An additional quality that US decades. Roads are narrowed
tice. West Bengal, has aban- petrochemical complex at Haldia companies find appealing is . and overcrowded, telephone ser-
doned its Marxist philosophies which. is located south of· India's democratic g9vernmentvice is unreliable, ifit exists at·....·
and is aggressively pursuing Calcutta. and the fact that Engli.shistbe .. all, and living conditions'are 8S' .
foreign investment. After Prime Minister P.V. prevalently used language in· PQorasany.whereondie~t...
.Lastmonth, for example, Narasimhd Rao and Finance Min- business ther~. ,:..1 ~*.t.~.h".t~': ~JA·.1· e~~.~~ i!tIit~tJ.~W·L:'e:i·~::"
,
Continued Prom Last "Issue 1990's. Mr. Ortiz was moved from sis. Mr. Ortiz knows that
By John E. Camacho . the secretary of communications privatizations .have to be ac-
This is the second part of a and transportation in the present celerated and that was one of
two part series devoted to the administration and was praised the reasons for him to lay the
Mexican curr-ency turmoil. The by many people after his appoint- groundwork for the liberaliza-
t.hreat was more real than most ment to his new position. "He is tion of the airways and the
people realize and it would had . disciplined.: He is open. He is transportation system while- he . NAFTA·also. .
triggered a worldwide recession. flexible, and he understands the was the Secretary of Commu-
At first it seems that Mexico art ofthe deal," said John Liegey, nications and Transportation. tightened the cause
was facing not.hing more than a president of ·Weston· Group, a' Charles Gr-iffinvhead of the
temporary liquidity. shortage,- : merchant hank specializing in $500 million .Mexican opera-.· andeffectfinancial
due to its dependence on what" Mexican securities." . ·tion of Eastman Kodak ex-
is known as "hot money" from Mr. Ortiz 'had tracked'a major pressed his concern about the relationship of .
abroad, it ran a huge current change in world capitalmarkets stability of the' peso "ifwe don't
'accourrt deficit. All this pro- early in 1994 and built a meticu- kriow .the what the future of each partner to the
pelled a big problem for ernerg- lous plan to place the peso within the peso will. be, why should
in_g economies. By the' end of . a safe position to maint.ain a con- we' invest?" He said. other.two .
January, ·M·exico's liquidity trolled growth of the Mexican Meanwhile,. the economic
problem had dangerously be- economy. The plan was blocked . mess that Mexico started has of a $300' million . offering of
cornea close-to-insolvency prob- by the then Central Bank chief spread throughout· t.hevwhele . Tepico Toll· Road Trust.·.Euro-
lem. This is what has been tak- Mr. Miguel Mancera and others. continent. Other Latin Ameri- bonds due 2005 to postpone the
ing place so far. .... . In his plan, Mr. Or-tjz 'had p ro- . can ADR's like -Argent.in.a and·,'; ·issue,.··whicb' secu:fed::peso 'i"e-
¥,e,x.i.~o~.s pew. ~~n:B:9.~e-;-~iriik~,...~osed·a: 2g~, d~tillt;a't16h::Wfi:YC"h:"; Brazil ha;ve'b€en;'~ffecte~~s-a ~;. ceip tsifrom the Guadalajara- -
teE<.G:~ilh:~r.'~-9 .O.rt~.z: :is one 'of_'A'w;ouldhadbeen seen as a serious' ";.res'ultoftbe M'exrean fallout.._:~ Tepl-eo-::to'lI:''rolidi?~~he"'fe'ason ..
the. mostFeared .technocrats in 'move by the investors, 'and not In the bond market, Mexican for postponiiig::the-issue:is'h(jf'
his. c_ount~y. , -li~ is a financial. the J3% 'Mr. Serra, the now and Argentinian debt took a the road itselfbut the economic
'peTSon---an-tt-isweitTesp~~~~d.by·.-:-~.meF~inaRee~ini~.I\-~..-.. beatipg..-_.1)n. Dacemhez. ..21._sit.~.J.b..e, .cQu~.tI;'X i~ going . ... ~.... _._._
. the domestic financial commu- H ···nouil.-ced--lre·fore'"t-he 'December- "Mexican par-bondsva beneh-' through~·'!.ThesPokesPer~·ro:r-'... .--..-.--
nity as well as t he international mayhem of last year... mark of the Brildy issue, were the issuer said.
investme·nt'block.Underformer Mr~ Ortiz believes that a quoted 17/ 8 points.lower from . On the Amerrcanaide, the·ini~·.
President Salinas, Mr, Ortiz country's credibifityisearned the Wedrresday at ~518. The bond tial turmoil helped the U.S. ~
was in charge of the $12 billion hard way and so, Mexico has to had falling by 4 112 points ear- stock market because the money
privatization of the Mexican be sold to investors and citizens lier that day. The Argentinian drawn from the Mexican finan-
banking system in the early alike, especially in times of cri- Floating Rate Bonds recovered continued on page 14 .
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Wakeup
pervasive problem at many colleges and uni-
versities and Dr. Sowell cites similar prob-
lems with the mismatching of minority fac-
ulty and institutions of higher education.
Some try to justify preferential treatment
with argument that race-conscious policies in
the short run can bring about color blindness
in the long run. "Absurd," writes Russell
Nieli of Princeton University,"...why should
people who have been encouraged. .. to see
other people, not as persons, but as group
representatives, .suddenly,..see them asindi-
viduals."
Others try to justify these policies as
compensation for past, unfair disadvantages.
This flies in the face of a few hard facts.
Firstly, surveys have shown that most blacks
oppose preferential treatment either in jobs
or college admissions. As Dr. Sowell asks,
how can you compensate people by giving
them something they have explicitly rejected?
Secondly, two years before federal guide-
lines for quotas were issued in December
1971, Puerto Rican family income was 63
percent ofthe national average, and five years
afterwards it was down to 50 percent. Black
family income fluctuated and Mexican-Ameri-
can family income declined slightly as a per-
centage ofthe national average. Before some-
thing can be a compensation, it must first be
a benefit.
Moreover, preferences truly meant to com-
pensate for disadvantage would be applied on
the basis of disadvantage, not race. Indeed,
not all and not only blacks have suffered from
disadvantage. In fact, preferential admis-
sions ordinarily help, not those most in need,
but middle and upper class blacks.
Affirmative action overturns three prin-
ciples of democratic individualism that all
Americans hold dear to their hearts. The first
is the idea that all men are created equal.
The second is that rights belong to individu-
als, not groups, races, or classes. The third is
that everyone should have the equal opportu-
nity for self-development, that merit should
be rewarded and that high achievements
should be celebrated.
We must get back to the spirit and letter
of the Declaration, the U.S. Constitution, and
the 1964 Civil Rights Act by ensuring equal
opportunity through enforcing the principle
of nondiscrimination. Hopefully, the citizens
of Califor~iawill start us back on that path.
continued from page 9
and half speech. Even the Super Bowl has
commercial interruptions. As advertisers know
Americans don't have the patiencefor anything
that long. Has Bill a touch of Ronald Reagan's
disease or what? This is the MTV generation,
we need fast images, going by our eyes jn
milliseconds with constant sexual references
for our attention to be obtained. That is what I
. found wrong with Bill's speech. Look, even if
Lincoln's infamous Gettysburg speech were
broadcast7
today and it didn't fit those qualifications,
then that brilliant speech would have been
ignored by the public. Sad but true. The other
big problem with Bill's speech was the lan-
guage that he used. Instead ofusing a language
that most Americans don't understand, Bill
should've used common Standard American
English. Considering America's contempt for
politics, it would've been more digestible. And
the result was that Pres. Clinton gave the most
boring speech that I have ever heard in all my
years of following politics.
ColorBlind
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the area should be the same kind Can't we learn
from our own backyards and Change the course of
humankind from slaughter to serenity?
Everybody wants peace, but somehow we are
unwilling to do what is necessary to achieve it. We
are unashamedly ecstaticwhen able to find excuses
claimingour national interests are not in danger in
Bosnia, forgettingourmoral principlesofdefending
democracy and human rights especially in the face
ofan illegal and immoral armsembargo against the
one sideof the conflictand twenty thousand rapes
oommittedagainstBosnianWomanand childrenby
the Serbs; we can hidebehind the seeminglydemo-
cratic image ofa despot and claim that it is for the
sake ofR1lSSian territorial integrity to rain cluster
bombs onto orphanages and its own civilians; we
ann the Rwandans and Somalis and when they
begin to slaughter each other, we claim that it is a
tragic tribal warfare; we watch as thousands from
Eastern Turkishtan andTibet disappearyear after
year in Chinese prisons and labor camps, claiming
that our economic interest with China is more
important when compared to human lives. Above
all, we hope that everyone with the passage of time
will forget Tianenrnan, Bihac,Sarajevo and Grozny.
Our responsibility is to make sure that no one
forgets.
Human lifehas become piffle next to a barrel of
oil orabushelofgrain intheeyesofourleaders. Let's
hope thatwe don't imitate them. Let there be peace .
on~ and let it begin with .us.
. '
No·Room For Error
By Jim Senyszyn The amendment is to be read as an assurance
The vast majority ofAmericans do not under- that thenationalgovemmentwill riotinterlerewith
stand the meaning or application of the second a state's militia Beyond this, even congress is not
Amendment. The National RifleAssociation (NRA) prohibitedbythe amendment from regulating fire-
sedulously fosters misinterpretation of the amend- arms by the exercise of its interstate commerce
mentandonemustooncludeintentionallypublishes powers. See Commonwealth us Davis (1976) 369
such misinformation since it's high priced counsel Mass. 886 by a lower court.
surely knows better. . All legislative measures and city ordinances
ThefuUtextoftheSecondAmendmentreads:"A . limiting or banning firearms have been upheld
well regulated militia, being necessary to the secu- includinga Morton Grove, Illinoisordinanceprohib-
rityofa freestate, therightofthepeopletokeep and itingpossessionofbandgunswithinmmricipalbound-'
bearanns shall not be abridged." anes.
The u.s. Supreme Court has spoken on it many The California law on assault weapons was
times. In the UnitedStates vs Cruickshank (1876) 2 upheld through theappealscourt level andtheNRA
U.S. 542, the court held that the right of bearing has abandoned plans to bring the measure before
annsforlawfulpurposes isnota rightgranted.bythe the Supreme Court. The NRA is aware, ofcourse,
Constitution and that the SeoondAmendment ''has that were it to lose an appeal to the highest court,
no other effect than. to restrict the powers of the that would put the quietus on it's fundamental-
national government." contention that the Constitution grants the indi-
In United Star.es vs Miller (1939) 307 U.S. 174, vidual the right to bear anns.
theU.S. SupremeCourtassertedthat,"In interpret- A ban on assault weapons is not only constitu-
ing and applying (the.Second Amendment),' the tiona! but studies show it would alsobe effective. A
purpose of the amendment to assure continuation study done by the Cox Newspaper Group analyzed
and render possible the effectiveness of the militia 43,000 gun traces of weapons Used in criminal
must be oonsidered." activityin 1988and 1989. An assaultgun wasfound
'InLewis vs U.S. (1980) 445 U.S. 55, the U.S. to be20 times more likely to be used in a crime that
Supreme Court restated this: 'These legislative a conventional fireann.While accounting for only
restrictions on the use of firearms (convicted felon 0.5 percent ofall guns, assault weapons showed up
cannotlawfullypossessfirearms) donot trenchupon on 10 percent ofall traces.
-anyconstitutionallyprotected liberties. TheSecond The argument has been made thatcriminalsget
Amendmentguarantees no right to keep and beara their guns illegally, so why target legal sales? In'
firearm that does not have 'same reasonable rela- 1988, the Oak1and California Police Department
tionshipto the preservation or efficiency of a well found that only 12 percent of them .were bought
regulated militia'." legally over the counter,
No federal court has ever held that the Second The point is that we must dry up the supply as
Amendmentconferson tlW individuala right tobear .muehaspossible. Manyweaponstbatbeginas legal
anns.. The courts haveoonsistently adopted the salesget into criminal bands. .
"well-regulated militia" interpretation.
Living in the 90's
Can't We AllJust Get
Along?
By Middat Yildiz
1994 has been the bloodiest year ever; more that
twomillionhumanshavebeen slaughteredbyoneof
his own kind in more that three dozen different
armed conflictsaround theworldoverhalfa million
in Rwanda, more that two hundred thousand in
Bosnia, thousands in Algeria, Sudan, Ethiopia, S0-
malis,Haiti,Mexico,Colombia,KaslunirTajikhistan,
Mghanistan, and several other regions including
childrenoffirazilandinnooontciviliansofisraeland
Palestine. It is unfortunate, unfair and sickening
that we are compelled to fare with this bloodshed,
which istheresultofbothaoompletemadnessonthe
partofthosewhoaredoingtheslaughteringandthe
utter indifference on the part ofthose who claim to
be champions'of human rights and democracy in
Geneva, Brussels, Washington, etc.
What is our responsibility? Are we supposed to
just ignore the images of bombed orphanages in· .
Czecnya, trembling bloody fares of 13 year old
Bosnia girls who are constantly being raped by
Serbian dogs, and scarred faces of Brazilian kids
whohavenowheretogo andareunwittinglywaiting
to be the next prey of the butchers of Brazil.
Let's lookaroundus. Look atourownbackyards,
at thosebeautiful gardens, fertile soil that ishome to
so many hundreds ofvariations oftrees plants and
flowers, all foreign to each other yet sharing that
,same soil. They aren't complaining about the prox-
imityofthe other kinds ofplants, much less sla\lgh-
tering ~._other. ..They are not fanatic, etlmic
cleansers,~~gttiJ~{c41.~ trees and flowers in
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continued from page 12
Winners &Losers
back then Intel was not part of
the mainstream. Computers
were still seen as machines for
the office and the Information
Superhighway was reserved to
the few computer literates and
profeasionals,
It is estimated that 3 million
faulty Pentium chips were sold
and the cost of replacing all of
them will reach over $2.5 bil-
lion. Intel will replace any and
all the faulty Pentaums -and is'
currently working to contract
service centers. .Meanwhile~
users can have a new chip sent
to them if they can replace it
themselves.
. For those who are not able to
replace the chip themselves,
they can either wait for Intel to
set up the service centers or call
the manufacturer of their com-
puter (Compaq, Dell, IBM, etc.),
most of which have said they
will replace the faulty chips for
their customers.
Although Intel has now re-
solvedthe issuerand many are
confident that they will receive
a new faultless chip, some say
that Intel has-permanently hurt
its image as a.powerful and.tech-
nically advanced company.
While experts know that this
will not bring down a company
which supplies so many of the
worlds chips, with, IBM and
Apple working .with ..Motorola
and smafler- ~ripmp~nies build-
!n~~~",.sP~~,sa! t~;i.t Intel's
-rr6We'r}ra.y\~rrfact :be cflallenge-d,
and may have opened the door
.for·otber-emp-maker-S,.especially..
Apple, to gain' market share.
"The Pentium situation was very
damaging to Intel and will con-
tinue to be. The likes of AMD,
Cyrix, Apple,. and IBM, of
course, are thrilled," said Rohm.
is not yet a be.1iever that Kmart
has bounced back. In December,
Moody's Investors Service placed
the company's long-term debt
under review fora possible down-
grade.
Bold Move By Fox Televi-
sion Seen As Visionary
When Fox Broadcasting Co.
beat out CBS in the bidding for
the rights to broadcast the Na-
tional Football Conference games
of the National Football League,
Fox owner Rupert Murdoch was
believed to have been looking into
a crystal ball.
While analysts acknowledge
. Fox is unlikely to earn an operat-
ing profit 'from the four-year con-
. tract which it signed with the
League to broadcast games ofthe
league's National Football Con-
ference, the move was hailed by
all as a prototype ofmanaging for
the long-term future.
According to a media,industry
analyst atMerrill Lynch: "People
didn't know who the Fox affiliate
W8.S in their market. Nowtbey'll
9.1 .. ':!. ~ CtJ,t~1ufed o,l~.f/·~ 6 >t •.
i
i
i
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other things, and the media
jumped on the "downfall of the
giant." "What started out as a
'minor' math problem turned
into a public relations night-
mare, and then some," said
Singh.
NOT THE FIRST TIME
While their company was fall-
ing around them, the executives
at Intel could not understand
why this was happening, be-
cause although this time it was-
widely publicized, this was not
.the first time one ofIntel's chips
has been found to have a flaw.
The 386, as well as the 486 chip,
both had errors that were later
resolved. These caused only
little concern in users because
Call today-it couldn't hurt.
. ,;
As t hc nation's largest rctirement system. we oifer
a wide range of allocation choices-from TIAA's
traditional annuity. \vith its guarantees of principal
and interest. t-o t hc seve-n diversified investment
accounts of CREF's variable annuity. Whats more.
otrr expenses are very 10\\'. C> which means more of
your moncy gocs toward improving your fut ur«
tinanci':ll health.
To lind out more. call our planning specialists at
I 800842-2888. \Ve'll send you a complete SRA
information kit. plus a free slide-calculator that shows
YGU how much SRAs can lower .WII" taxes,
velop the Power PC chip, which
rivals the Pentium. Most, how-
ever, saw this as another step
down for Intel as it continued to
deny a recall.
INTEL GIVES IN
Finally, by the end of Decem-
ber, Intel said it would replace
all of the faulty Pentium chips,
with no questions asked. Some
say they were forced to recall
because the computer manufac-
turers were afready p'romisfng
their customers free replace-
ment chips.
Others say it was inevitable,
as Intel was being attacked from
all fronts. People on the
Internet were calling Intel irre-
sponsible and arrogant, -among
Ens~ring the future
for those 'Who shape it. SJ,C
~."
...
are over.
Contributions to your SRAs are clcduct cd lrorn
your salary on a pre-tax basis. That lowers your
current taxable income, so 'you. start saving on taxes
right away. What's more. any earnings on your SRAs
are also- tax-deferred until you receive them as income.
That can make a big difference in how painful your tax
bill is every year.
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F o r fast relief from the nagging ache of' taxes. werecommend TIAA-CREF SRAs, SRl\S arc tax-
deferred annuities designed to help build additional
assets-money that can help make the ditft.'rence
between living and living IlAt after your working yt.:ars
•Sillmlrll',I c; P,...,.~ f,J.lIln1na R41lu~"NI"~y.oi.,. I'}q4; Lipper Analytical Services. Inc .. l.Ai',Je·r.J},r.·d,.r,'· AIlII~v/,~',d [Iat«, IC)<).l (Quarterly). CREF
certificates are distributed bv TIA.o\·CREF Individual and Institutional Services. Inc. For more complete information. induding charges and
expenses. call 1 B00-842-2i33. ext. 5509 for a CREF prospectus. Read the pros~('tU$carefully before you invest or send money.
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continued from page 12
Intel defended itself and. once
again said the error was greatly
overstated. They also said that
if the error could come up as
often as IBM asserted, then
there would be other users who
wou'ld have noticed the prob-
lem, not just Mr. Nicley. Most
~rgue,however,thatevenifthe
average user would come across
the error, they would not notice
it because they would not bother
to check the chips calculations,
no knowing there was aflaw.
Some say IBM had an ulterior
motive, 'since only 5 percent of
its machines are Pentium based.
Also, IBM has been working
with Apple and Motorola to de-
Intel Bites The Bullet And Makes Peace With Customers
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continued on page 13
What if you are the unlucky
winner of this odds derby? Or
should I say, how many users
out there are willing to chance
the odds?" Said Jai Singh in a
Computerworld editorial.
IBM DEALS A BLOW
On December 12 of last year,
'in the middle of the Intel con-
troversy, IBM announced it
woiIld stop selling' its Penti~m
based machines until the error
was resolved. 'Rhey sai~hat
Intel greatly misstated the
depth of the problem and that
the average user would' come
across the error more.often than
was reported. Until then, Intel
insisted that the "average" user
would come across the problem
once in every 27,000 years; but
IBM reported that the error
could come up as often as once
every 24 days. Intel's stock fell
sharply from $62 to $58, andIt
wasn't until trading was hafted
at the request of Intel that the
stock stabilized and closed at
$60.
IBM reported that
the error could
come up as often
as once every 24
days. Intel's stock
.fell sharply from
$62 to $58
as an old trusted friend who dis-
appointed them. Their huge
image' of trust was flawed be-
cause they underestimated
peoples reactions," says
Schiffman.
People perceived Intel as ar-
rogant in not recalling the chip
and denying a replacement to
all who wanted one. "People see
a computer as a flawless ma-
chine and even though I might
not come across the problem,
what if I do?" SaysSchiffman. "
STRATAGEM, Why Did BMW intends to keep separate
-Microsoft-Acquire·lntuit?-······ ..~ . pmarlretingand-manufaeturingop-'
. When Microsoft acquired lntuit erafions for its new British 'sub-
last fall, people everywhere were sidiary. It may even help this
wondering why Microsoft had merger succeed, unlike other
overpaid an inordinate four times cross-border marriages in the
what Intuit was to be worth in auto industry.
'1995 when the it spent $1.5 bil- Kmart Investors Pinch Man-
lion for the maker of personal agement
finance programs. According to a "Attention Kmart shareholders!
Fortune magazine report, the rea- We'll 00 what we want without
son was strictly a strategic one. consulting you first." Such was
The acquisition gives Microsoft the message executives conveyed
access to a large and satisfied to investors last spring when they
customer base of seven million unveiled a controversial restruc-
well-educated people who repre- turing plan which would have ere-
sent the cutting-edge ofa wave of ated four new classes of stock.
electronic consumers prepared to The managers wanted to tie the
bank, shop and invest through new shares to the performance of
the evolving information frame- its smaller specialty chains-i-Bor-
work. ders Group bookstores, Builders
BMW Is Moving Into Sport Square, OfficeMax, and the Sports
Utility Vehicles Authority. However, institutional
While it was a big. year for investors, with a respectable flex-
Detroit's BigThree, it was double ingoftheir collective muscle, over-
that for BMW. The "Beamer" rode the plan at Kmart's annual
stole the show by acquiring meeting.
Britain's Rover Group from Brit- Analysts viewed the Kmart
ish Aerospace. Analysts feel . management as letting itself be
BMW got two bran~<.>-.Land distracted by the specialty opera-
Rover upscale utility vehicles and tions, while its core business was
Rover mid-priced cars-for the rapidly losing ground to' Wal-
cost of one car. Basically, BMW Mart. Ultimately listening to in-
acquired the entire Rover organi- vestors,Kmart recently spun off
zation for the value ofLand Rover OfficeMax and the Sports Author-
alone. In its acquisition, BMW ity arid sold its 21.5% stake in
exercised long-term strategizing. Coles Myer, an Australian re-
Since the mid-1980's, BMW has tailer. . ----
focused on changing from a high- The compariy.rwhose earnings
cost, high-priced Germanocentric have headed south for seven con-
trendsetter into a world car com- secutive quarters, will use the
pany.As~partof its plan, BMW proceeds from the sales to cover
recently opened its first full-scale 'the cost of an overdue .upgrading
factory outside Germany, in ofits discount stores. Wall Street
Spartanburg, South .Carolina. - - - - -continued on page 13 .
Customers who
had paid over
$2000 for a
~
computer system
•
equipped-with a
Pentium chip were
outraged
CJ)
CJ)~ TO,Pentium Or Not to Pentium, ThatIs The Question
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:ri- By Rosario Mastrogiacomo user could prove that they re-
~ ally needed a flawless chip; i.e.,~ Some would say it was inevi- h t h h d .
as table. As personal computers be- t. a w at t ey were omgr-e-
~ came less thought of strictly as quired heavy calculations,
(f business machines, and more as THE IMAGE PROBLEM
machines for home entertain- People were upset at what was
perceived to be arrogance. But
ment, it was inevitable that the
some say Intel became victim to
company that-makes 90 percent
of the processors that run IBM a thinking, ingrained in their
and compatible personal com- mechanical industry. Fora long
t ime, high tech companies, es-
puters would publicize" and
eventually become a household pecially those in the computer
name. Soon we all knew the . industry manufacturing parts,
have not had to deal with the
name Intel, and even those who
knew little or nothing about general public. They have been
involved mostly in business toco~puters began asking the business sales. For a while, this
::~;:~~;~~~s:~ :::el~~mputer was the case with Intel. Most of
With this new found exposure its sales do not involve dealing
with the end user, but with the
to the less technical consumer,
Intel started pushing its new- computer manufacturers who
use the processors. But, intent
est and most powerful proces-
sor, the Pentium. The Pentium, on becoming the processor stan-
or the 586, ran faster than any dard and developing an image
other chip Intel made, and for a for itself, Intel began a multi-
while, it seemed that Intel would million dollar ad campaign tar-
geted to the end user."
once again dominate the mar- . '
k t th I k 11 Just a few years ago, ads fore , as e ess ...., nown sma
C
• Ad' d M' .computer software and hard-
ompanles vance lcro - .
, . ware was a rar-ity reserved for
business and computer publica- .r-------------------------..;.",.-----
tions. Now, however, with the
realization that there is a grow-
ing market ready for the new.
entertainment media, ads from
companies like -IBM, Compaq.],
Intel and the like are popping
up on television, billboards, and
mainstream publications.'
. Iritel , so as nofto' fan behind
its competitors, has stressed its
name and the Pentium in an
effort to become known as the
processor standard. It is esti-
mated that $150 million has
gone into its ad campaign and
Devices and Cyrix, struggled to The N ew York Times reports
stay alive. that Intel has spent over $80
But, with exposure came rev- million since last fall.
elation. The Pentium chip was It is only recently, first with
found to have a division calcu- its "Intel Inside" campaign and
lation error in June of 1994 by then with its Pentium campaign,
Thomas Nicely, a professor of that Intel has received broad
mathematics at Lynchburg Col-. exposure. Because of this, some
lege in Virginia. With 2 billion say the company fell victim to
dollars at stake and its image to its own ignorance of public rela-
protect, Intel decided to keep tions. "They were in the belief
the error quiet for as long as it that the product was the real-
could. They succeeded until ity; when in fact, the customer
October of last year, when it is the reality," said Leon
was announced .that the chip Schiffman, Professor ofMarket-
(Which ranges from $500 - ing at Baruch.
$1000) was found to have a flaw. Through its aggressive mar-
Of course, there was an up- keting campaign, Intel has es-
roar. Customers who had paid tablished itself in the minds of
over $2000 for a computer sys- the average consumer and de-
tern equipped with a Pentium veloped a reputation as a tech-
chip were outraged. Others, who nically advanced company. But
had bought the powerful ma- it is this reputa tion tha t
chines to run their networks strengthened its downfall dur-
were now afraid the faulty chip ing the Pentium disaster. Once
would bring down their entire their top processor was found to
systems. Many called for a re- have a flaw, its customers, as
call,· but Intel insisted that the well as the media, attacked them
error was not as hazardous as with a fury. _ "I think Intel is
users believed. suffering from a bad case of ar-
Intel said the error was mi- rogance, but I guess when you're
nor, and that most users would a monopolist, you feel that
never come across it, especially you're untouchable," said
ifrunning software that was not Wendy G Rohm, ajournalistwho
math critical, such as work pro- covers computer and technology
cessing. ,Intel said it wouldre- related stories, in an E-mail in-
pla~e \~Y:i}'e~i~\~~~}{?p:fJ.as the ~I teFview.- -"Customers -see -Iatel
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cifics on the spread ofAIDS. "AIDS
can not be spread by tears, sweat,
or saliva, even though it contains a
minute among of the AIDS virus,
you will have to drink a gallon of it
to be affected." In addition, Navarro
noted that AIDS is a very sensitive
virus, and ifit gets outside the body,
it will die quickly. "Therefore, the
notion that a person can be infected
from using a bathroom seats is in-
correct," said Narravo. However,
AIDS canbe spread by breast milk,
blood, semen which has white blood
cells, and virginal fluid. In fact,
AIDS can be spread from women-
to-women intercourse from virginal
fluids. If there's one point Navarro
mentioned again and again and
would like to leave in the minds of
people is that "not who you are but
what you are doing is important."
Alton n. maaaox a~ -ciie fjp~nuii: cereiniinj()fB~~i'8i';t;;;':;Ko;;'ih"dt
Baruch. '
ing his white high school teacher. Slave Theater featuring prominent
• Won acquittal of Jonah scholars and activists.
Perry, a Cornell undergraduate • ChiefCounsel in the Howard'
who was charged with attempted Beach case, the Bensonhurst case,
robbery arising out of a white and the Chief Counsel for Tawana
policeman's fatal shooting of his and Glenda Brawley.
brother, Edmund.who was about • Won acquittal in the Central
to enter Yale or Stanford. Park jogger trial.
• Founder, United African
Movement's weekly forums at the
ci v i l action initiated by Mr.
Maddox.
Mr. Maddox continued his
fight for human rights - civil rights
cC:iuses after he entered private
practices. Many of his services
were without fees. Mr. Maddox's
actions for civil and human rights
included but not restricted to race
- biased crimes, police brutality, dis-
criminatory applications ofthe law
and the miseducation of African
youths.
The following list is the ca-
reer highlights of Mr. Alton H.
Maddox:
• Former Director, National
Conference of Black Lawyers juve-
nile Defense Project.
• Founder, Medgar Evers Col-
lege Center for Law & Socila Jus-
tice.
• Creation ofstate - wide work
reI ease an d co l l ege ,progr~ms
through litigation for juvenile, of-'
fenders.
• Co - counsel in litigation
which led to the appointment of
first non - white Schools Chancel-
lor in New York City's history.
• Co . counsel for family of
Michael Stewart, which among
other things, exposed New York
City's cover - up of his fatal beating
by 11 white policemen. .
• Won acquittal of Anthony
Davis who was accused of murder-
uted the deaths of many heroin ad- groups of people among them
dicts to what was then termed being homosexuals, heroin ad-
"Junkie Ammonia" but in retro- diets, Haitians, and hernophili-
spect turned out to be AIDS. Even acs.
earlier in 1967, there were babies Still another area
born with AIDS at Albert Einstein Navarro touched on was the
Hospital in the Bronx. Navarro spread ofaids in communities. In
stressed that there were patterns effect Navarro said "whatever
to these deaths especially among our cultural or ethnic back-
the heroin addicts that should have ground we all live and function
been picked up. were we are welcome. For West
In addition to late detection Indians it would be New York and
and an unaware public, "what also if you are 'gay you would also
compounded the problem of the rather be in New York than
AIDS epidemic was the fact that Texas, and what we do can ef-
the aids introduction occurred in fect our communities." One real
the period of free love in the 70's," life example Navarro cited was
said Navarro. It was a time when that four young men were shoot-
people only had to worry about ing drugs, one had the AIDS vi-
pregnancy and sexually transmit- rus and infected the other three,
ted disease was curable. Even these four men in tum infected
when AIDS was known to health four females by having unpro-
community and to the public in the tected sex." -
early 80's many considered it an One of the last issue that
t' ~p¥ie~ic¢hat'{fniy'~1fedcertain i- cN3yarro discli~crJWas'-t1te-~~'J 'J<' .:
By Wendell Hinds
This week for Black History
Month Carmen Navarro, Coordi-
nator ofeducation and outreach for
the Body Positive agency, spoke to
Baruch students on AIDS a ware-
ness. One emphasis that Navarro
wanted to make was "weather or
not people think AIDS is genocide,
we must protect ourselves." An-
other important area Navarro fo-
cussed on was the history and the
lack ofdetection and proper track-
ing of the AIDS virus by health and
government agencies. It is now
documented that an aids related
death actually occurred in 1958,
and in fact many AIDS related
deaths in the U.S occurred in the
sixties and seventies that went
undetected.
One example Navarro cited
occurred in the seventies with
heroin addicts. At that time many
in the medicar~b'IhfulIbity~~nllit>~
Controversial Approach to AIDS Awareness
Alton· H. Maddox at the Opening
Ceremony for Black· History Month
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By Joanne Guo
On February 9, 1995, Alton
H. Maddox, a prominent African
Amer-ican trial lawyer who has
made a significant contribution to
the human rights - civil rights
movements, gave a speech at
Baruch. Mr. Maddox's speech was
the Opening Ceremony celebrating
Black History Month in February.
The topic of Mr. Maddox's
speech was "Unity Within the Af-
rican Diaspora," and he talked
about economic development in the
black community, i.e. owning a
business, education of poli tica-l
leaders, the creation ofinstitutions
such as-scholastic institutions, and
his experience as a black lawyer.
"Whenever you decide to be-
come an owner of a business, you
have declared war, because you be-
come self-sufficient and you are not
.seeking outaide. help," said. Mr.
Maddox.
Mr.' Maddox made many
important changes in the Ameri-
can legal system. He ini tially
worked in the field of poverty law
and in 1978 he participated in the
formation of the National Confer-
ence of Black Lawyers, Juvenile
Defense Project and became its
Director. The establishment of
temporary release programs and
college education pr-ograms for ju-
venile offenders was due to the
..
;
By this point, prices go up due
to excess monies in the economy
catapulting inflation which com-
bined with high interest rates,
trying to contained inflation,
lead way to a monster known as
stagflation. Welcome back to
the Carter years.
Fortunately, that did not hap-
pened. President Clinton as-
serted his international leader-
ship skills and produced an aid
package of about $50billion and
single-handedly stopped a
worldwide recession.
This is what global economy
means and this will not be the
last time we will see help com-
ing from stronger, more stable
countries. As time goes by, big
economies will depend more and
more on the little ones who can
either be seen as a burden or as
partners needed to boost global
economic growth.
Clarification: The Ticker Busi-
ness Section has predicted two in-
creases in the interest rate by the
Federal Reserve Bank. The first
was in December when the editor
forecasted a 0.75% by the first week
ofJanuary '95. The actual increase
by the Fed was before the end of
December '94 and it was-by 0.75%.
The second prediction was before
the first edition of the Spring '95
semester, February 1, '95. The Fed-
eral Reserve Bank did indeed in-
crease the interest rate by 0.5 %.
Bothpredictions were before the Fed
raised the rate. 'That is why they
~~~~P~~fjp~·l,....irc: ~'l;~ ::
Winners & Losers
continued from page 13
know. Men find football." Itseems
that advertiser do too. Fox's ad-
vertising revenue for the Fall 1994
season was over $700 million ,
compared to $500 million the pre-
VIOUS year.
Sallie Mae announced a new
Repayment plan for its education
loan program. In a news release
dated January 30, 1995, Wendy
Huntington Rueda (phone: 202-
298-3019) explained that Sallie
.Mae, .one of the largest purchaser
of Student Loans in the second-
ary market, unveiled w hat is
called the Income Sensitive Re-
payment Account. This new ac-
count will allow borrowers under
the Federal Family Education
Loan Program (FFELP) to make
monthly payments based on a
percentage of their monthly in-
come.
This new account is designed
especially for students who bor-
rowed heavily to attend college
and have relative low incomes.
Stafford borrowers, for example,
will be able to make payments
ranging from 4% to 25lk of their
monthly income, this is based on
the borrower'sjudgement ofwhat
they can afford.
Borrowers electing this type of
payment must repay their loans
within the standard 10-year re-
payment and 30-year maximum
for consolidated loans.
El Paso retailers
rely on Mexican
shoppers for 30-
40% oftheir
business, 95% in
the downtown area
which is very close
to the border
the bigger picture. Case' in
point: Laredo and Brownsville,
two border towns that are
heavily dependent on retail
trade with Mexican customers,
have seen their sales dive as
fast a~ the peso.
several times that of India's
$330 per year.
Indian executives and econo-
mists are concerned that India
will fall even further behind if
the Rao Government does not
move more quickly to dismantle
the parts of the old socialist
economy left untouched.
However, Mr. Rao, whose Con-
gress Party has slumped in re- .
cent state elections across In-
dia, has apparently concluded
that the party's 'problems are a
result of the unpopularity of the
economic changes with the 350
million Hindus who live below
the poverty line, and who have
seen virtually no benefit.
Since t he next general elec-
tion are in .1996, Mr. Rao has
said the overhaul efforts will
continue. Economists wonder
whether the changes will be the
ones necessary to shift the
economy into high gear or just
to appease the unease of the
population. With 1996 only a
year away, we will soon find out
EI Paso, Texas, where 500,000
people live next to some 1.5 mil-
lion Mexicans from the city of
Juarez, have felt the pinch as
well. El Paso retailers rely on
Mexican shoppers for 30-400/0 of
their business, 95% in the down-
town area which is very close to
the border. Stores are reported
to be almost empty and traders
and retailers have stated their
concern because their sales are
down 50-70%. 'F'o'r sale' signs
have started to appear on build-
ings for the first time in years.
"It's scary." said a property
. owner quoted by The Econom ist .
It Could Have Really Happened
As noted before, the Mexican
predicament had the potential
ofbecoming a whirlpool and tak-
ing every economy in the indus-
trialized world with it.
Imagine this not so farfetched
situation: From the starting
fallout of the peso, no economic
package to aid its economy had
been devised and 'the Mexican
Government ran out ofmonetary
reserves and thus defa ulted in
its short-term obligations.
Investors, fearing a domino ef-
fect pulled almost their entire
investment out ofemerging mar-
kets in Latin America, Asia, and
Eastern Europe. The Interna-
tional Monetary Fund runs out
of money trying to avoid default
of short-term obligations from
other countries and triggers
credit secured loans. The World
Bank tightens "its lending poli- t---------------
cies pegging loans to perfor-
mance or other fiscal policy to
its borrowers, just like in the
late seventies and early eight-
ies. Mexican exports to the U.S.
and Canada rise by 45% creat-
ing a bigger trade defici t for the
U.S.
Jobs are shifted to Mexico be-
cause of the decline in the cost
oflabor. The money that Ameri-
can investors recoup (after cur-
rency exchange losses) from
Mexico will overflow the Ameri-
can financial market and the
dollar will decline in value ere-
what the Indian people think ,ating a forced increased by the
a bout l\.K ~ 'D n' if'· t . . '._~¥t, ..._~9~.s.e ~..PJ,~_#·· _,Y.~.~'" >AJlarke.t"Sc,'ln ehermoney SUPplY.i'
For the American economy,
the effects would had repre-.
sented a great loss injobs. Con-
sider the following: Of the
700,000 (direct) American jobs,
estimated by the Treasury De-
partment, which depend on ex-
ports to Mexico, 33% are in
Texas. ,Nearly 40% of Texan
exports outside the U.S. go to
Mexico. One economist was
quoted in the February 4 edi-
tionofthe British magazine The
Economist to have forecasted a
loss of $2.5 billion in Texas' ex-
ports for 1995 due to the sharp
decline ofthe Mexican peso. The
quoted economist continued on
saying that the loss could soar
to as much as $7 billion if res-
cue efforts fail to stabilize the
troubled currency.
Texas is not the only state
that has its economy closely
kni tted to tha t of Mexico. Cali-
fornia is another state whose
economic condition depends on
the fate ofthe Mexican economy.
California's situation is just as
precarious as that of Texas be-
cause of the illegal immigration
the state would have to endure
if jobs in Mexico were lost.
One very important point is
the package that President Clin-
ton and his economic think-tank
put together in less than 24
hours to prevent. a major catas-
trophe in the global financial
markets. The U.S. made it clear,
after jumping some hurdles like
.a track r.unner .. trying to. heat
the clock, that certain emerging
economies are more important
now than a decade ago.
To imply that the effects of
the Mexican trouble is a one
way street is to be blinded by
exican Economy Unplugged
India's Piece Of The Pie
This represents
•halfofwhat India
needs to begin
catching up with
neighbors like.
Malaysia,
Singapore and
Thailand
continued from page 11
Even though economic
changes have led to record ex-
ports, foreign-exchange re-
serves and industrial expansion,
India's overall growth rate since
the changes began has only av-
eraged 3.5 percent a year,
profiting from the Mexican tur-
moil. The NASDAQ Composite
Index also climbed helped by its
technology-laden index. And so,
1994 closed quite well for Wall
Street.
U.S. and Canada realized that
a drop in the Mexican currency
would have had a devastating
effect to both of their economies.
The creation ofNAFTA did more
than just establish free trade
among the three countries of the
Northern part of the continent.
NAFTA also tightened the cause
and effect financiatrelationship
of each partner to the other two.
It i e therefore obvious. that the
financial crisis that began in
Mexico w-ould have had a domino
effect for the other two coun-
tries.
This represents half of what
India needs to begin catching
up with neighbors like Malay-
sia, Singapore 'and Thailand,
which have per capita incomes
One very important
point is the
package that
President Clinton
~. and his think-tank
•
put together in less
than 24 hours
~
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• continued from page 11
~ cial market was quickly irivested
~ in the American financial mar-
a;i kets. This influx ofmoney weak-
~ ened the dollar slightly; but the
~ Dow Jones average for Decem-
~ ber 22 gained 13.12 points to
u.. 3814.92 following a 35-point
spurt two days before. The
N.Y.S.E. was not the only one
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Pape, .
ere 5'lmo! We liave 'Be{[y..
There is another one in the
tummy.
XXXOOOI :Mommy
'To myfirst ana on(YI _
Let '.s hope this stage wil[be
better than tne fast. :J{appy
o/a£e.ntine '.s fj)ay!!!
tyiJurs forever
Linda C.J
'My 'Diamond fatly
LtUo/~5lLWYlYS
!Forever yoursl Stan
..
Witli love ana best
wishes on tfiis day offriend-
ship to ~'tanne ana Lit
X?vin. .
Ivette
~
Wit rots ofrove, 5?lPPLf£S
'To my Chura,
Since I first met you, these
past months have been the best[or
me. 'Euen tliougfi we are not spend-
ing 't/alenttne '.s toqether, I realized
that everytime spent witfi you, is
Valentines.
From
Lov
is - t to remind you
that someone rlally cares about. you
a fat. (jetting doser eacn flay.
Love, your Muiieco
J-fenryJ
lJ.1l1iisper sweet nothings in
fierear. 'Enjoy youro/afentine s.
[vette
Boonte,
- -" .Sunrise in your 'Eye -
In foving you- I never die
Passion in your heart
So from me - never depart
I foveayou yesterday, rove you
today ana 1u
rove you tomorrow
N9 matter the zueathet; sweet-
ness, or sorrow
'Ihrouqh. so much strife - I'm
gfatfyou don 't mind
13eing my solitary bride.
CS/.B.
Lose tfie
'Dearest f£ugina C.,
wi![you be m!J Ju[iette?
S ignett 1?Pmeo
Josel
I miss you so much & I
kltow-you-miss me too.
.9l1[my Ioue, :Hilda
yo! 1V[{ySo!
:you're beautifui!
attitude!
9(upid
Darren,
- You should have told. me!
:You never rc..now where it urouid'
haue ended.
~nya
ero IV!:f of.9lSYl
You're not so specialbecause
you are you.
~rom al[ the (juys at .9lSYl
To 'Dr. 5lnge[a Ylnse[mo
I'm wishing you and your
fami{y a J{appy anaJoyous 'Valen-
tine.
Loue, yourfavorite student
_'Dave Philbert
Caro[!Jn '](pI
I'm very happy to f(now you
because you are a wonderfulpersonl
ana I do not think tha: there is an-
other girl fi~ you in the entire
uiorld. Since we met, you have
given me so much happiness andsat-
isfaction tliat a ffthanf(you II zoould
not be enough. So tliat swfiy I'm
writing this m£Ssage in '11ie fJic~r
to shoui~ou that I rea£[y appreci-
ate our[riendship, and l hope tliat
it wif[ fast forever.
Loue, Carlos
PS. I wif[ afways oe
here for you.
fJ'o: 94S.L, .
!Happy o/a£entin.e s'Day
to a very, kjnd, foving ant! special
gug. 9fope your o/a£entine sliowers
you with fats ofliugs antfkisses antf
if slie cloesn'tJ you f(now I am al-
ways avai£a6fe any time!! _
'DearJon Serette,
1 -hope you have -a
fiappy Valentine's'lJay!
You're one of the best!
Loue, Carol
me through thick;and thin. J hope
you have a great '1Jalentine '.s Dat]!
Loue, Guess Who
'Dear .9Lngefa P'E'D/94,
I 'm sliy. I (i~ you. 'Do you
have a boyfriend?
Pepsi-tid
'Dear Laura & 9\&fsonl
Hope you oath have a 'Won-
derfu! 'Valentine '.s 'Day! -
Love, Carol
7'0 tlie 5ldSocietyl
:Jfope you all have a great
'l/alentine s 'Day ana that cupid
strikes you sn.
(juess Who
'Dear Claudia, %ichae [ &
Sebastian,
9fappy Valentine '.s 'Day to
three spectacular lead-
ers oftfie coolest crub in
school!
Carol
.9Lg,
You're still tfie best. !Friends
forever.
LoveJ Xf,itli
'Dear Lamina,
Yl{tfiough !Jou're not Jiere I
want to wish you a happy
Valentine s 'Day. 9"ou're thegreat- 'To a sweetheart of a gug
est: • - .jjfw lent me his shoulder to cry on,
Lope, Carol & 'Euie r: \ ~y time ofneea. %ankJ Carl
- JS
'Dear tj(angers,
I am really fiappy that you
have come into my fife. J{appy
'Valentine 5 'Day!
Love, Carol
'Dear Sebastian,
Here '.s hoping you have a
great 'Valentine '.s 'lJay!
Carol
?(nife6[atfe-
wfiatta man whatta migh ty
gooa man.
- Love, Mavin
7'0 t lie 'Baruch.
Women's 'Basketbal!
7eam
'To'Bu,
You've given me tfie best
times eve,", hope it continues.
Love youl Sour-Puss
..,
Let 's p[a!J with Hear: ana
Toqether!
Love !Joul Cat
7'0 the Student Life Office:
Happy o/afentine'.s tlJay!!
May aftofyou have a non-depress-
ing cerebration.
7'0 'DSS(j1
you need {ave this semester.
Jfappy 'l/afentine s'Day
7'0 my Partner In CrimeJ
weft this-is it, we arefinalfy
lJetting oUtta here! You've stucf(bY.
'Dear Jennifer;
.9l very hapP!J 'Valen tine 's
'Day to you anayour man. Sit this
specialoccasion, 1just want you to
f(now that you're mg bestfrien.dana
. I care for you a fat. Therefore, in
the times of-helpjust dial my num-
'ber. I '[[be there for you. I hope we
urii! remain friends forever.
~rom 5'l Pine-tart Lover (you
f(now who?)
e
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Accounting
Finance
Economics
Statistics
OPR
English/Writing
Math/Calculus
Law
~ ..:) \ ... \ • J ,J _ J I'" ". N (.'.~ .......
FOR APPLICATION
STOP BY ROOM 1512, 360 PAS
Mon-Thurs, 4-9pm
Ask for Susan White
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this
Yl{bania)
9'ou need to sliut
tfiat big mouth of yours,
short stop! 'Enjoy
rzlafentine sVay.
Ivette
'To everyone I k-now,
Let's enjoy
semester. ..:Funk-tfie worU
g5lL5I
-
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'UJliydon't you comeandqet ;
ooi: in 9{.m 1522. I aefinite[y fi~ g.
your qualifications! ~
~ddie ~
Linda W)
'Thanks'[or fending me !:Jour
Peter,
:J\(jitt time don't go and
brea(your regs when you ski. 1l&-
member, go straiglit or sit£e- to-sU£e.
It sbetter.
Ivette
era 1(ris6er,
'Ift.e5Inge[ofthe 15tli ~£oor.
Let me give 111 fieavenfy niglit.
flo Jennifer .9loraliam,
Lose that zero and.get wi,t/i
this hero
Of.9Lsian Persuasion
'To Steve)
So) wevecome this far
liaven 't we? Sep to '.F-eb andalf6.s.
between you and me. 5I£[ the love
andhate days we've fuu[andaUtlie
timesy~ 've nuu£e me sat£. So 9fon,
you want to tnai(g, peace for a day
limmm? wfiat slioufd I say? Why
cion 't We do wliat you do 6est -miJVe
on and4get tfie rest. Inclutling tlie
dfLy we met, for. we 'Wi£[ never be a
matcliing set.
-!Jj
fJo the men of
r.B5'L5S) & C[u6 Caricom,
you 'al[got it going on!
Ivette
era Sing£epeopfe,
Come to the 'Date ..9luction
%arcfi 9, and be alone no more.
54.[ fJ3.
S tephanie)
:)'ou be tlie cheese and I '([ oe
tlie macaroni!
'To the 'Uptown Velez s-
, . J'e[iz 'Dia de 'lJafentin. good
[ucl(with your liouse search andthe
ba6y mp.l(jng (lieh-heh)
Love from t fie 'Wi{{iams' of
Stratford.· ..
ears.
Love} 'Rg.fae{
(jiovanna)
J{ave fun on Va{entine 5
.q]ay.. r Iiope. .it turns out· to be a ...
romantic and interesting day.
Ivette
~ :' ., ;- .J! ( J
,,; ~ •• __ to·
I "'. • \ ,
>. -
--
. l.
c Want to meet the
infamous ?(nifeb[atfe? 2/
20/95) 36 'E 23rds«. 2nd
!fL
rro 'Jvfark-Sperger,
Iguana be your valentine.
I've heardyou're the best Love 'Doc-
tor around! ~our reputation isgCo-
GaL
'1'0 'Dude
~rom 'Dude
:Jfappy Hearts 'Day!
SpooKy,
'Ihanks for coming
bact to me. rn1.anRJ for com-
ing on me. With you-by my side,
nothing can go 'Wrong.
Love; Ctiu[y!
%e 'Tu.~rStaff,
good wortfrom a great
'1'0 'Dv.oriJ., . . ..
You can serve 111£ cook-iesand
coffee anytime pretty face.
Tspecia[[y now tf1.at
you 're [egar.
'll 'J{p CJ;Vho
bunch.
~'M
?(jrmie wit the [ong hair and
frec/(fes, and pouty mouth, 1 cou{C£
show you the time of your rife) at
(east for a night.
~yna[do
Lisa 0.)
Wliat .about dinner ana
drinf&?
~fae[ .
'1'0 1(ristin McCracl(g.n,
:Happy happy njoy njoy! If
you njoin me after crass, I '[( share
'my liappy helmet with you.
Love) Web Jfa[[
~icliardof%e rric~r,
You fry West Indian Mafe.
Caf[me.
Openers
'1'0 singfe women)
Want a 6 ft) 180 [b we{[
6uilt, inteUigent, cliarming andsen·
sitive 6Ctufc. man~ Come get me at
tlie ..9Lmerican Mar(eting .9lssoc.
JIi
ero my fitt[e Vanny
'Devito oj-L5lS0,
7-1/e have work;,gd to-
getlier in tne past) and I nave
done my best to lioff! bact my
aeepest feefings for you. 13ut, af-
ter tne sKi trip, 1 tfiintneither one
ofus can deny ourjeefings. I 'm not .
afraitf to ret everyone /(now that I
LOo/EyO'U.
Your pimp{e prince ofP1(JtD'E
'1'0 Joe of.9l2vl.9l)
you hot stud you, I want
you to meet me in 1{,m306 at 1 p.m.
on tliursclay.
S £eeptess~n 13aruch
'ToSharon Lai)
srou can 6e my to~n
.9l.sian chic/( any time. ')our
uJisfi is my supreme command.
'To CarrYly[man)
I've heard tfiat your snow
wfiite regs are wortfi ,waiting·foOT.
1 mgoofyforyou. I '[(give Mickgy
the sap and meet you in the magic
kingdom..
Love, Minnie
'To 'Dorothy Conover,
1 wan t to sfiare tfie fc!-y to
my fieart witli you. I won't {(cfiecr(
out)} unti[you say you '[[ be mine!
'To Susan White)
. I need a tutor in matters of
the fieart. Can you teacti me rove
songs after sclioo[? I '[[ meet you
6ac~tage...
flo Student Life 's graduate
assistants,
. .. Which onefirst? So many
women and not enuff time.
You're ailgreat -===
OISf[l2
'To Vaisy 1?gdriguez,
J '([ be any fruit you
choose - I'm very diverse! Squeeze
me, peer me, ... just don't bruise me.
I'm ripe for you. .
Jose, r~"'"
You are. ,-. .< . .. y my best
friendand I fjltl'l.. ~... .J]~--'""""".
wi{{ acliieve. 1Tt.5. I 1TUl.y
not say it as ofi en ,', I should, but
you 'Ii always be 1II!I\'rIafen.tine and
I truIjj forMyou. L .
:Your wife,
Candi
iTo the .5td Society) :Happy
o/afentine sVay
!from 'Evie
'To Jeannette Shuct.
Do-{a-[a! rrecuh me your [an-
guage of,am.pur. 'Ires jo[ie!
J
'To Susan Walsh,
Is ·it true what they say
about redheads? Let me-be the liero
in your rove stoT!}...
era Lisago[cfstein,
Let me beyourWoodSna~ ..
Convict me offatal attraction.:.I 'm
gui{ty as cfiargea! 9\&ver can say
6 'bye...
rro 'Debbie '.Bu.t.
wileyou rob my crad{e? I 'm
young) and I neea a universal rove
mentor- your crib or mine? PCease
be gent{e.
ero !l\.icfiard'Browne)
Vo you fiave room for an-
otliercftick.ie in'yournest? I'm ready
to upgrcu£e. 'Wil[yoit cfiec(my soft-
ware for viruses?
ero Marcy !lWe,
1 l1.ear you're an ei\Pert in
student affairs. '1J~.~p~.'_hp,ve .#-me
fi '. &r? I t/i'- ':f·~~..rrkn&.··ar.anot .. _'"¥~ ".~ .' .' _, ' ..gour stars rise! ;,:.,! .. ; • ., .' ." "
comes us d[ ?(nife
9{,icfzie & Maria sitting on a
tree, XISSI9{(j, first comes Covel
then. comes marriage, then comes
1\.,ichie with a ha6y carriage.
rro my little X-Man)
I'm ready...
- 9(issete
Sammy,
, Jiappy Va[entine s1Jay to
my muneco. '~verydayUJitf1.
you is Va[entine s- 'Day.
I rove you,
Pao[a
1Jear 6,
I have my hopeS) 1have my
fears, Gut, n:wstofarc I liave my Cove
for you that wire never cliange.
'Everything I do or say is with your
best interest in mine£. I stiff wan t
to snare tn'e ride.
Ice
PS - I also constantly burn to
maks S'lueet (ove to you aga.in.
~[[ie, ,
%anf(Jfor af{ you. do and
fiave done for me. You mean so
much andare a very important part
ofmy rife. I love you
-J/D.
~6id,
1 just wanted to shoul
you houl much I rove you, ani ret
you ICno'UJ that I amgrateJu [ we are
together. ~ou havegiven me every-
thing I need. Can't ulait untie Iget
the ch.ance to rear[ygive you what 1
u/ant.
:J{appy 'I/afentine 5 'lJay!
Love,
}ennifer
'To the girrs of ISO,
%anRJ 4giving me my 1-20.
I want togive you al[something in
return.
%eSta[~r
-
'Dear ~ena,
girl, you got it going on...
and then some... J{ow aboui you
and I gettogetlier and ((mon/(gy"
around. ..
The 5Ipeman...
flo the men of fJ3a11lCh,
Xf,ep dogging women - so
the positive men can. sweep tliem off
theirftet.. .. . :;~. ~ : . ,-
Custodians
'To %.5L)
Jlappy 'Valentine sVay to a
very kine[ roving ana speciafguy.
J-fope your 'lJafentine showers you
U'itfi Cots of liugs and k-isses ancf if
slie doesn't) you R..now I am always
available any time!!
Witfi rots ofLove)
~ppfes
St. James peace)
You calf, you write) you ais-
appear, wliat s the deaf?
(jet smart
I'm gonna get you
1(nifeb£ade! :you oetterwatch your
bacf(J 'Big 6rotfier is watcliing!
J])ai~{ee
'ToYina Liang, .
I'm sssmoKing! Somebody
liurt me! .
-?(nife6fatfe
ero the 'ffiree)
. Jie[[ is words of[ave unspo-
~n anddr.eamsojg{ory unfulfi{[ed.
'J\[gver quit!!f
ero Joe JurkJ)vic (5l.(j'{5~))
Von 't wish you were my
Vafentine! (Just tidding)
ero my Sweetie (SaO,
I am so liappy that you are
my 1lafentine!
:From your sweetheart f£vie
'To Jochy/
Jiappy '1)-'Day!
~rom a friend from arouni
your way!
'To J-filda,
'To the sweetest mamasita I
wire ever K.-now in m!:J fife time)
:J-lappy 'llalentine s witli much rove
ana many k-isses.
- Papi Chu{o
mear .9l,
g{jce earrings, are they stiff
the on[y ones you have? Congratu-
rations on the newjob. J fcnew you
(ou[d do it _ I 'm grad we're good
jnends, it means a rot to me. 5ee
you in Singapore someaay!
guess 'HJho
'To tfie guy working in the
computer fab fast semester: k,gep. up
with your St4..y smile. Jiappy
1lafentine s'.Day!
%an/(§Jar af{ofyour he{p
1(jm,
. %y. boy~rey wi.{[ try to teii
you aliKinds ofb.s. Just remember,
once you go black, you never go
bac~
'Dave
era the two girls from the
:Jle[[euic J{eritage Society that are
always in the room - initials q
and?C You girfs are the Dest
. thing that happened to this
A schooL you go girfs! 5Iny
~ guy wou[d die to have ei-~ tfier of you. !from some-one whofantasizes about
both ofyou!
.. , .\~
:JleyShane!
Whassup '](jd! One day
you '{{ oum. '.J{ggril and I '[{ he .there!
Xisses and hugs, . .
1(jm
My falCen Ylnge(
I fiope heaven do~n't miss
you! 'Ie amo con todo mi corazon.
M. 'l( Love
9\&fson,
We{[, my co{fege sweetheart}
even though we didn't come here
togetlier, we wi£[be feaving together
forever. 9'ou have made my years at
r.Banu:.1i very memorable and words
cannot 4escribe Iiow very mucli I
love you. I would {iKf. to t~ tliis
opportunity to ·[et you k.now fiow
gn:itefu[ I am for you andfor your
'To the compu ter qoi:
f)v[ay 1 a[uJays 6e the on(lf
{perky II in your rife!
1Jearest '.Maggie,
I [ave 11!!!
Love) Ming
patience witfi me in thesepast three
years. you are tlie bestguy anyone
couldever askfor. I am truly [ucRy.
I Cove you) I rove you, I [ave you!
What more can I say? J-fappy
'To my baby, . 1lafentine 's '.Day 13aby!
%is is just another way of Love forever,
me spoiling my baby. J-fappy Laura
rafentine s'Day.
Love) 9vfoody
·'I'o my office mate: . .
9\&'K-t year won't be the same
without you!
'Daisy
..9lnnie Clian!
Sucfi beauty! Such. elegance!
I'm mesmerized! 9{ice dress.
fambit
'Dearest Pei Lee)
:you are tlie most exquisite
creature I have everseen! 'Do u haue
a boyfriend. Post a mes-
sage on the main bulletin.
boareL
-~no?
1Jear YlCelV
'Bahe, I (ave you
,with a{[ my heart and I
miss you fi/(g crazy 'Ever
since I met you my wor[d has Geen
Ju{{ of sunstiine ani
happiness...%anitfor the magic ... I
can't wait to see another sunrise
with you after spending a wonC£er-
fur night in your arms...:Jiere s- to tfie
first in a [ifetime ofValentine) ...
. -'Bobby...
c:
f'~
,:.
'To the members oj' L.~·71..']:
Continuegrowing strong in
unity and support. 'ltJith
__ rove your pres,
~ '\• ~~,e;:. 'Boom!
)
1 U'ant your ~Rsp ~l('B.
11) wait '[[ 'B.C.get a toud 0./ mL.
'13a7J!!
ProzalC
ero 'Dina ana5llpriC
!Jiappy 'Valentines' 'lJay
'I'oMom,
. You're the greatest!!!
Love 1\.,asli{and rusef
era a[{ women oj'13arucfiJ
Stay positive) in te[agent ani
beautifu[·
%emenof5L~
'To Linda:
'Tfie c[osest any-
one can come to
per,fection .. /Be my
'Va[entine forever
Love) .9l.ub
:.,)0
. -"
'To the Openers crowa,
See ya (Thursday.
Lush.
'To 'Tom,
'Tfie on[y 1('E5tL ~ck- &
1\9{[ 'Daddy - Jiappy 1lafentine s
'Day to a wonderful man) a k-ick.;
.ass guitarist, andgreat fattier. 'We
Cove you!
Sue & Caitfin (the 1<Pct &
1\9[[family)
'Eddie}
gracias par tu ·sincera
·amistad y .carino. Se te quure de
gratis.
Ivette
not grow anymore. 'Enjoy your
'lla£entine 'snext to your loue. (wfw-
ever tliat is).
Love, Ivette
ero af{.9l2vfJ2l members
J-lappy q)afentine's 'Day...
:Af!.w Orfeans .awaits.
Prez
'Tania, Cindy) Ylnnie
1iJugirls were a bug-ou t to
liang unth. on the sKi- trip. Wegotta
do it again. Jiave the O'J{Lf)'"good
time on 'Valentine 's.
Your friend, Ivette
~
Who is that cute guy who
praysguitarfor that band, gate 18?
Inquiring minds want to k-now..
~n- admirer
'I'orrammy,
TlianRJ for being
you. It[foveyouafways.
~aslii
You wi£{ De a beautiful
bride (jisse{le" 9{pw can we meet to
gofor our dressfittings? Yes, this is
.a reminder! 'Enjoy your 'Valentine 's.
Ivette
Phil arnfrrania
You two.ma~ a beautifu[
coupfe.
Ivette
Pa,
I want you to (now now .
tTUUh I love you. 9fappy Valentine s
'Day.
Love, Your 'Big 13a6y
'Dear 9{afa,
I haoe a question I dare not
'Dear g{Yl'.B.9L
I wou[d fi/(g to tlianR..youfor
aUtlie Cove andsupport anato wisfi
you a Jlappy 'lJafentine s'Day.
Sliari
P{ease Iet s not spend
'llalentine s'Day apart.
l'orever Wonc£ering)
~Simba
To all tlie [one{y girrs from
CS5I, ~5IC) CCC in 1Un 1439,
:Jfappy 1la!entine sVay!!
![fii) Shili & 9\&fson
CarCitos)
Mi arnor, vamos a bai[ar un
meringue. 1Je una amiga que te
aprecia muchisimo.
Ivette
rrony,
You are such a cfiaracter!
Von't ever change that sweet per-
sonality. :Jlave fun on 'Valentine 5
clay.
Your frienc£, I vette
Jl. shoutout to S!:Jrita and
Vawn,
J{appy 'Ilafen tine's.
lvette
18
LitMiJ[y)
'To a person wno scrazy, fun
.to oe with and unfortunatefy wi£[
Love, ruette
Jl ~{rieni
~:{ shvu tout to ~'0{pfz q.,
~ou "ue bee a great .friend' to
nu:. these past years. 1 hope on this
day you spend' it uJitf1 ~,()meone u.Jho
nu:.anJ a rot to !:Iou. ~)ou deserve the
6est.
• •
'To al{ my aearfriends,
Wisliing you· a :Jlappy
Valentine s'Day andI hope that ar{
your dates come rougfi!!!
Love ya 5) Or[aine
51.ngef, ~ --
'Jlvif[ youJi/lop being de-
. pressel. .(jet uJ\i~tal(gcliarge.· .
'To C. St. 54.mand,
~re you tru[y happy with
your prezJious choice? %inR..about
it.
,.
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of China and its People, which ~
contained the photographs
Thomson took in China, was
published in 1872 - 1874, and is
now recognized as the firat.book
of photographic documentation
to be ev~r published. /
---- Thisexhibition was orga-
nized by the British Council and
circulated by the International
Sculpture Center, Washington,
D. C. The photographs are
based on copy prints from
Thomson's original negatives.
The Sidney Mishkin Gal-
lery is located at Baruch Col-
lege, 135 East 22nd Street, and
its hours are Monday - Friday,
12 noon to 5 pm . This exhibi-
tion w il I last until March 1,
1995.
16,1995
Fashion Show Rehearsal
Americ~Marketing Association
Room 1436, 360 PAS
6;3Q pm - 8:30 pm
.
Theatrical Production: Black West
Baruch African Student Senate
4 South, 23rd Street
8:00 pm - -10:00 pm
China. According to Thomson,
transporting all of his equip-
ments required "a retinue of be-
tween 8 - 10 bearers, frequently
men of ill repute and dangerous
to manage. n To photograph
large images, it was required to
use a wooden box-type camera
large enough to accom modate
glass plates of 10 x 12 and 12 x
16 inches. Thomson had to
carry a light-proof tent and all
the equipments for acomplete,
portable darkroom because the
plate negatives .had to be sensi-
tized immediately before expo-
sure and the negatives had to
be developed right after.
Thomson transported
1,200 glass plate negatives back
to London when he left China
in 1872. The book Illustrations
Religious Forum
Soul Survivors
... - ..-. ~ .. . '.- . . .
4 North (Emanuel Saxe Hall), 2-3rd
Street
1:00 pm - 3:00 pm
Caribbean Week Fashion Show Re-
hearsal
West Indian Cultural Club
Room 1422, 360 PAS
5:00 pm - 7:00 pm
Beth Gilinsky (Jewish Action Alli-
ance)
Jewish Student Alliance
.- -- - ---.~3-23~-66-PAS------·-- .. _~~.,
1:00 pm - 3:00 pm
rector. Kraskin also revealed
that this exhibition received a
lot of positive responses from
the public and people were very
interested in this event.
The photographs in thi s
exhibition portrayed the ordi-
nary aspects of Chinese life; the
subjects are the people, land-
scape and towns. John
Thomson captured the essence
of the ordinary life he tried to
depict, and he successfully
highlighted the people and the
customs of 19th century China
with images of maids, gamblers,
and fishermen as well as bour-
geois families, ministers, and
prrnces.
It was a difficu It task for
Thomson to create a photograph
during the mid 19th century in
Speaker: 'Coopers & Lybrand
Beta ~4lplLa Psi
5 South, -23rd Street
12:50 ·pIn -2:55 pm
~
Tape: Club India~nhTdianEvent-
Club India
Room 2015,.360 PAS
12:50 pm - 3:00 pm
.
Open House For Team Baruch
Freshman Orientation
Room 1542, ·1543,360 PAS
12:55 pm - 2:55 pm
What's Love Got To Do With.•.Dating?
Chinese Christian Fellowship
Room 311, 23rd Street
12:50 pm - 2:45 pm
Fashion Show Auditions
Asian Student Association
Room 1436, 1440, 360 PAS
1:00 pm - 3:00 pm
Hooters ,fA.Play) ,-----,,--
Baruch 'College & National Arts 'Club
_AuditQriu_m,. 2_3rdS_tre~t
12:50 pm -2:55pm
21
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By Joanne Guo
Baruch's Sidney Mishkin
Gallery is now- displaying a col-
lection of photographs of China
and its people, 1868 - 1872, by
a Scottish photographer John
Thomson. The Sidney Mishkin
Gallery has five exhibitions per
year. It is a teaching gallery for
the college and it is open to the
general public. The gallery
chose to exhibit photographs of
China and its people because
Baruch College has a large
population of Asians and it is
- important to learn more about
the Chinese culture through
time. "This exhibition is a pho-
tographic record of China and
its people, and how they have
changed since then," said
Sandra Kraskin, the Gallery Di-
Squish. Squisfz.Myfingers are
in my tush. P[ease spantme !R.gno.
Ohfzfz,
r:N9 tasha
:!e[{atio} cunni[us} 6rown cap-
ping} peart necf(ftues, and agood mitt
sfiaf(g. Caf{ me 'J<gno.
XXX
Jodi
1farc£er! J{arder! Oh:yes! 'JV,ep
pushing! Cigarette! 'Whew! Moving
is tougfi! -
Love,
1?sd
'[£llcety,
'...'£JIl fu(~in.!J prick, S'"h-, that
aqain and! It burn yeur IZOIJ,'-C dozen:'
:\.~mesL.;
~\.
~ »
nigfit and soon!!!
Temptation
Dearest Xl1ife 'Blade,
'Miho are l/OU? I tfiink.}joU 're
cool. Do you -ha7:Je a girlfriend?
Le t 's see iha: "blade' ofuours. 5?lnd-
hou! deadli] are !JOlL in' the lligh t?
Stacy
Oh p[ease stop! '1\f.no! It
fzurts so mucfz}bu t feers- 5000 good.
'I!ian~ for the bactrub.
.9l[ways
Sindy
To My fuzzy wuzzy <Iecfdy bear,
1low do I rove the, Le t us
count tlie ways.... si;rty-nine, tfoggie}
me on top} side to ide} in club rooms}
in staircases} i alconq... JJlnd I
rovedit every ti
Witfi rove r 9vfommy
'To~atric~
tJ3zg man on campus} prease be
my lJIa£entine s.
Jfot se;ron a P£5?lPff/1Vff
. Listen 'Red (2-1,7), gi71e me a
call! f miss the sweet sucking oj-your
bps and- the sloui pushing ofour tfzigfzs,
cfima{jng witfz the games tue prayed
witfz Sy[vester.
9vfucfz Love, 4 j{appy
o/a[entine 5
To ?Lpn[ani'Dina,
%is-o/a[entine '.s fulfill my -
dreams and bed witfi your bodies.
'11iree 5company too ancf I fiave enougfi
butter and vasefine for both of you.
Jlappy o/afentine'.s .
.9Lnonymous(yatta, "
Cou£c[ you p{ease tiss my
thighs - .9l.gain!!!
%e Oru 'Who 'Brings You Joy
Lori R.!ep tliewfiip and-
cfiains on your TiUln. He UJi{[ [isten
to you
Con carac ter, coiio!
To :A[jkj, from the .9lcc. 7.1nit,
fJ\[ow that you [eft Mac-
braindeac£ can we do fnp-f{ops to-
Cat} gether? I'd rove to run down your
.52l.{[ woman 6raids, one by one a{{ the way
tfiat you are ,_.::.;,,~-.. .... __ :":_~~-:",, tfown to your treasure trair. I
1 bow down in i~'" '<-~~' ''''-'
':/ ',,_ want to rocK... your Jam-ican
front ofmy star ::: ;'.' heautifu{sam 6ody.
I am compe{{ecf to (:~.. ...::-/ -Secret admirer, find me!
snijf - to stare _ -::;-..", .<~~.::.-
Insteaa 1 shie{ef "~~~'~j. ;.:-;:'..
--' ....~
myeyesfrom yourgrare
:My taunt chest muscfe ripple
with your step
Igrop~ arounefan.dfina[fy in-
serf in !Jour depth.
1 am {uc/(y -for my star is on
this pranet .
we swim in ~{ori.da - me and
m.y magnet
I reacfi for you time and time
agaz.n
my stamina I must maintain
.52l.[[ woman tkat you are -
I am consumedbyyou - efraw-
lngyou
near. - never wi£[gou bejar.
(Yatta"
Yo Corena!
Didja serf that (nife to OJ?
'B.']C
His "Sureetie, » I just wanted
!:JOU to K..!lOZU how much 1 loue you.
1neuerfeft about anyone the uJay I
[eelabout you. 1 especiallit laue the
urau IjOU make LOIle to me. Let s
continue this 71. ionderju [ adtrenture .
Love ~1ru'azl,"
( ~., -
"Hut:
'To 'tohn,
.So surccthcart, uha: do you
irish (or this ioucr s dau? 1 laue U ,
..J me-to sau? Or me i;z a red silk.._
teddy burning u/itfi passion ana
ready. Or making loue by the fire
each. testing tfie others desire. So,
J{on, what shallit be? Just remem-
bet, 9\['Eo/E'l{UJi{[ it be UJith me.
Your X-gir{
Jtieee! ali please don't stop!
%.ink.ofme tonight ~no
((t'1 f "
- :IYLona
'To my little gir£,
you're a good gir[ who I
want to ma~ bad, very bad.
:fourman,
L54S0 Prez (13east #99)
1Jear1\gena
Your assets sure ao £oo({iq-
uief. I 'ef{i~ to fearn. about
fww I cou{cl invest in your
equitabfe.growtfifund. I 'm
, .
pretty sure you re lnter-
esteef??
Sunny
'To :J{iffe[
I'm not 'J(psher} but 1 am
edibfe. So come taste me.
'TamikfIX
1Jear9{icofe,
I wou{d fiks to tak.! another
stab at it (£ave)
',Yours,
O.J.
'To Cj-spot} _
T fove you} but I can't seem
to find you
Sumpy
Stephanie Jl.,
:Your [uscious, vo[uptuous
andse{y fips and Goefy e;ccite me..:
'Dear Mystery tjir[
Okhhkh pfeaseeee say you '{{
oe mine...CUlJ-f.9lq''ELS'E cou{d ever
satisfy my inner most desires ...
Luscious Luc...
'Dear :4drian,
I can 't describe fi07U mucfz I
L IUSlT 5?l :J'Tt£r.R... tyrO'll ... 1 t fi in (
you're tfie totalpaciCage and I 'dlaue
to unwrap you in private ...ana then
you (an ullu'rap me...
Late _'(-mas (i~(t ...
'll) ~\)cof~' in the ;:[ccountin.!.l
unit,
'Tie me lip u i tfz you r braids
babi],
1(lu[e boy
'To tfie entire 14th. :T[000
Foes andhos.good riddance!
'DearSonny}
If !Jou realli] want me to
uiear the dress...a{{ you have to do
is ask nicelu...andifyou beg, maijbe
1 '({ ret you takg. it off!!
~I-{ammert ime ...
'Dear O}
-Row about a chocolate
'l/alentine ssundae with your chertu
on top?
'Dear horseanas,
You (now uiho you are. I
want to wish you 60th a happy
Valentine s'Day. 'Best friends for-
ever. Country club here we come.
'Buck, buck, buck, I waf<? up in the
morning witli tfie yearning for
__. 9vfucli love,
Lia 5S
"
Just sending avery special
o/afentine to PJanuh s #1 cheer feaa-
ers. Ooovoh yeaii) yeah} %ere #1
yean. Cl(5tZ',YS'EXYCOOL tj11(£.5'
~rom 9{ftte
'Dear.52l.nee[a
while he 's out stepping, 1 '{[ he
in sucf(jng
Caf{ingfor the Curry
Yo O.J.!
What's your favorite hofi-
tfayf %anfc§ (jiving
']C'B.
:Hey Pata!(j!
Wanna Maks
S0111£ cuts? qafk.to :Mr.
'B06oit. Jfa!
']C'B.
'To 'l(ris in ptRJ'D'E,
You were always m!Jfavor-
ite. 'TliankJ for not throwing up on
my 6eef.
:J{o{{ywooef
- tIo !florry, -
- lfor my o/afentine's clay, 1
wouldfi~ to put my ~agu in your
spagfietti ant!slowly s{urp it u . 1
wan.t an Italian o/afentine'
Leroy 'Da Vinci
'To Lisette,
I (now that quieres mi
penga por 'Valentine's. Pero you
pfay liard to get tuhile I get liara.
On tliis day ofjoy) COTTU pCay witfi
my1(oy.
:Your feaJership £aver
, \'--
•
'To the SeKY tHeipliners,
J-{apP!J 'Valentine 5 to those
who believe in the position 69.
Love fen andLune tte
'To m!J j-uzzy U'UZZY 'Teddy
'Bear,
1'!e make such beautiiulsex/
music toqethct.
<--
~l Ionun!J
'To 'Dina and!4.pri{,
'.yougugs are always 2gether
so 1'{{do both ofugugs at the same
time.
'l19{p who
20
. .~ .
'Eo 'WetUfyaml9vfichelTe in the
'Bursar~spfjue, //
11Ut~lltine1 want yougu!Js
to look at, Yl Gig fine.
• ((tj JJ
.... --,
I •
:lLl._ -- --~~fJ)ear :Me [ I want to waif(with a
(:Marvin), cane 9{ic~
wifegou oe m!J o/a£entine? Coo} (tq3ooger 'Brain'~ - (!RJ!RJ
Cause I need a frea!( in the morn- Josefine I want to squeeze your
c. lie fJ {., ((charmins" badly.
ing, afreacf\..in t evening)just i'\f- .52l. peen.nyfior your tfiouahts
me. j'm jJfad we became friends, :Hey ~no! v
gou:re ajunnggug. Let me 'BLOWyou a f(iss! 7"ruittie YLss,
\\ :freafc, . Sfwcf(jngSuzy . ~':!na;t:;;,Y9U.?'I!e}jnjtJfl JI/( . Stcrpgr~6~n~ !~~r_t~t':!-fi
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"Yes, this painting is telling
m.e something. It's telling me
the artist cani 'paint.. '"
"When the going gets tough,
the tough ask for
a steak knife."
Eugenio Jose Marti, and when
he died in June, 2166, he was
the first Boricua in Sunset to
leave a positive legacy for his
children.
().. -. ,
Fiction 0 ;.. PartII
By Manny Rodriguez rang the bell and this big fat cursed at us like helL After
She was okay with this. guy answered. that, he grabbed a letter that
She just made me go to church "What do you want?" came with the package and read
and pray (or our souls. "We have a package for it out loud:
"St. John's church?" you," I said. Dear Hispanic Dr u g.,
"Yeah, I go here now." "From Pito, right?" Dealer, I don't appreciate any-
Seidy said. "No, from Jose Marti," thing that you do, who you are,
The church was small Rafo told him'. or what you sell. However, I am
and empty. While Seidy was "Jose Marti? Who tha asking you to use your re-
praying I went over to the hell is dat? I don't know whose sources to create a legitimate
priest. Jose. Get i n s ide fools!" He business for our community.
"Hey, you know there's a grabbed us and pushed us into This way our children can have
college called St. John's?" the hallway. It was dark and we something for the future. Leave
"Really, " the priest said, dropped the package in chaos. a positive legacy behind for a
" I never heard of it." I tried to look for it bu t I change. The revolution can be-
"Father, what makes this couldn't see anything. When gin now if you let it P.S .
church better than the one the police car left, he turned on This is the flag of Puerto Rico.
across the street and all the the ligh t and picked up the Our ancestors died so we could
other ones in this neighbor- package. see it, use it , and show it in
hood?" "Get up...Yo, I don't know peace. I'm asking you to hang
"Are you going to make a who you are or what this is but it on the right side of your
donation, son?" we gonna find out together. And building so that its beautiful
"Well, I don't have any if I don't like what's in here you colors can be seen by the riders
money but .... " two pendejos are goin' out, you of the monorail. Thank you.
"Then get ou tta my know what I'm sayin' ?" Tito let us go. The next
church." He dragged us into the week, the flag was hung where
I was so shocked I almost room with a big pool table and Jose had asked. This began a
fell down. Before I could say seven other guys. Big guys. He new era in the history of Sun-
anything, the so called "priest" opened the box with a big knife set Park and its Latino resi-
had left.. I grabbed Seidy and and yelled out, "what is this?" ,dents. Things didn't change
we left. These can't be good "It looks like a flag Tito," overnight, but they were im-
srgn s, one of his homies said. proving. We learned more
Rafo and I picked up the "That's what it probably about ourselves and had greater
package and broug'ht-iit to the 0 is Tito,'_'.Isaid..E"{; .-" ; ,.,.:' awareness. My son was. born ~
address on 49th Street. Rafo He frowned at me then . into a better world because of·,
.'
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First, I would like to know all of what the man said. I
don't think I could make a judgment based on a
phrase taken out of context. -Second, Just what
genetics does he mean? At least 3/4 of African .
'. America..s JJ;;lye "white "ge.Qet.i~ heritage anyway..
What's Lawrence's background?'
Richard Scott, Lower Senior
Co-Business Editor of The Ticker
~~'~:~:'~'.'~~ 9~4,.·;J~.,6~
"""''> ;':~ t .... >'~1~?:2!j. - ~ r----.6 ~r--, ~ - ~:.::<o;.~ \¥~::.,?..-- ~ "'~~-- 'W"::'~:c: ~
Immediately! If he truly considers himself an
academician of any integrity.
6HLJlOFF "THe -rv..
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Language of this nature shouldn't be tolerated
especially from someone responsible for the
higher education of American students.
Lisa Charles, Lower Sophomore
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the feeling that I'm listening to
The Smithereene.
Between having piano-driven
sound and not being .able to find
their unique sound, Moist is not
worthy of their name. Moist is
defined as .being wet, but this
. Moist is dry to the bone. Words
for moist to live by is that they
should do their own thing and
stray.away from the popish
'sounds of all the other thousand
of bands in the world. Even the
last song, "Low Low Low/' .is 'a
sell out, with the band opting for
a typical, slow band. Originality,
try -it sometime Moist.
PS4#?¥#,@(We::;;~..4GXCL21L,?"iiLWCZ£9SW:::W ••&5;= AS is j 4LE
funny the first time, but not the
second time around. He is like
Oliver Stone with his extreme
methods of proving a point.
Whenever a contestant was
killed, the on lookers, acting
like vultures, would run over to
the dead body and steal what-
'?:4:~' :~. ever they could. He repeated
this action a couple times, when
once would have been enough.
It is a mystery why this
movie is rated R. The only thing
thatis offensive is the violence,
and that does not constitute an
R rating. There is hardly, if
._.any. vulgarity. The film Iacka
any sex scenes, which is un-
usual for a Sharon Stone film.
It is uncommon for a movie to
. .. get an R rating just for the vio-
. -'. lence it contains: Maybe this is
'. the way films will be rated from
~~n~owon.
. ~--' --G~ralf"Tm;.Q~iCk.AndTb~, .'
Dead," is not a spectacu1ar
movie. The unique aspect of
the film is that Sharon Stone is
the hero. She is the female
Wyatt Earp, without the badge.
She has Little to say throughout
the film which is good because
she is not a great actress. What
. she lacks as an actress, she
. .. . makes up for with .her good
, ~ looks. Gene Hackman is a natu-
'. ~. ral for the. role of Herod. His
. (") town hated him, as so will you._.
§ On a scale of 1 to 10, I give
"The Quick And The Dead,'" an
average 5.
of people getting shot. The
problem is that the audience
expects· a serious western-
"drama" and they do not get it.
The-funny scenes are good, but
there was not enough to save
the movie. . Some jokes were
just too much of it. Maybe it
worked for Bon Jovi in the eight-
ies" but it is not going to work
here in the nineties. Songs such
as "Silver" and "This Shrieking
Love" contain way too much pi-
ano, which drownout the guitar
. and in' my book, is a no no.
, Another problem-with:the al-
bum is the similarities between
Usher and the lead singer ofthe
group Live. A prime example of
this posing off other bands is in
the song "Believe Me," in, which
the singer sounds like a combi-
nation of The. Cure and Live.
Other songs that are not original
whatsoever is the song "Freaky .
Be Beautiful," which ~ves me
The fi1m was directed by Sam
Raimi. He is best known for di-
rectingB movies like "Darkman,"
and "Army of Darkness." In "The
Quick And The Dead," he shows
his humorous side with a number
of funny lines and unique views
in two days. The cassette con-
tained 9 songs and was recorded in
February '93. From there, Moist
went on 4 Canadian tours, which
concluded in April '94. They con-
tinue to do· gigs here and there to
promote their album, which has
<
had remarkable success.
After hearing the song,.~ush"
on QI04.3, I decided to give a.lis-
ten to the entire album,'wondering
if it would hold up. I was given my
answer soon enough and it wasn't
pleasant. This album exemplifies
the reason for the success ofsingles.
After the hard-hittingsong"Push,"
. the album deflated.
One problem with the album is
definitely the keybo~d~there's
(L to~.) LeoDardo Di Caprio, Gene Hackman, Shuon Stone .& Russell
.Crowe star in The Quick And The Death . .
Who wants to get Moist?
TllEQUICKAND,TllEDEADFLOPATTHE-BOX OFFICE
By Eric Thorsen
Just one word says It aYr
MOIST. Ok, think of your own
meaning of the word and form
your own thoughts, then listen
up. Moist is actually the name of
an up-in-coming -band', not the
.title of a recently released porno
movie. The Moist I'm referring to
formed in Vancouver and was a
combination of two local bands
getting together to try and make
a career in the music biz.
The group, consisting of vo-
calist David Usher, guitarist
Mark Makowy, keybaordist Kevin
Young, bassist ·.Jeff Pearce and
drummer Paul Wilcox, recorded
and mixed their self-titled album
By.Thomas Camastra
The only casualties in "The
Quick And The-Dead," are the
people that paid to see it.
Sharon Stone stars as Ellen,
a tough female gunslinger who
invades the town of Redemption
with one thing on her mind, re-
venge for her father's death. She
sets out to get the town's ruth-
less dictator John Herod (Gene
Hackman). The two of them
have met sometime before this
when Ellen was a·lit-tle--girl. '. -
Through the years, Ellen's an-
ger escalated to the point where. :
she gets the courage to confront
Herod in his hometown. -
Every year Herod holds a
quick-draw skirmish to prove
he is the fast-est killer in the -
• ,..I' ~ -West~ Every year he emerges as :: " .
the winner, and yet people still' ..
enter this deadly contest. This' .~{; .
year~~·c9nte~sT-Ts-]Iil'£e:r~nf".'i~-_ .._ '
cause a woman was entered In
.it. The rules of the match are
that the two participants stand
facing each other about twenty
feet apart waiting for the town
clock to hit the top of the hour.
Once the clock chimed, ·the ad-
versaries are free to shoot at
one another. Besides Ellen and
Herod there are some unique
characters entered in t hisyear's
contest. There was an Indian
who believed he cou ld not be
killed, a hired assassin out to
kill herod.,and several other ar-
rogant clowns that thought they.
were the best.
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G SA (Graduate Sfutlenf~ssem»ly)
. .
·Board·~member~·(efficefs·elected.internally)
ESSA (Evening Session Student Assembly)
Assembly members (Officers elected internally)
ARE YOU A LEADER OR A FOLLOWER?
STUDENT ELECTIONS WILL BE HELD
THE 1ST WEEK OF MAY, 1995
-Candidacy declaration 3wlications and party charter forms will
be available beginning Thesday, Feb. 21 at the
STUDENT CENTER, ROOM 1512, 360 PARK AVENUE SOUTH
If you are a leader, consider running for one of the
following elected offices:
DSSG (Day Session Student Government)
President, Vice-President, Treasurer, Secretary
Upper Council '(Junior/Senior)
.Lower Council (Freshman/Sophomore)
~..._-.•.. ,;... ,.. ". - -".'--..---._". --'-"'~--~' -~ ~ ..,
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F;OLL:OW'I'NG B:O~ARDS:IC·OMMIT;TE.BS:::
University Student Senate (U.S.S.) Representative and Alternate
Faculty/Student Disciplinary Committee
Communications Board
Student Center Board
Student Media Council
Auxiliary Enterprises Corporation
Board o.f Directors of the Bernard M. Baruch College Association, Inc.,
(day undergrads only)
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·LuzOrtiz,
on comet
who is she
who treads light
on air
with a peony
halo upon her head
cupid she said
Un dia.
Para los enamorados,
Cajas de. eorazones
Llenos 'de dulees.
Peluches rojos y blancos
abrazandose.
. Cenas intimas.
Para losqueno estan
enamorados, '
Lluvioso, soleado, nublado,
, neblinoso, .
Brwnoso, nevoso, lloviznoso...
Un dia,
Con tiempo..
·-whyso ugly
like a gargoyle
is your face .
a:: your lips twisted
~ painted with blood
g" because i am .love '
~ dance a claret jig
o
<CD
. ,
Lu% Ortiz
~
A day.
To those in love,
Candy-filled .hearts. .
. Red and-white .
Stuffed animals hugging.
Intimate dinners.
A day.
Tothose not in: love,
Rainy, sunny, cloudy, foggy
~isty, sno~idIi~zly.~~ .
A day, r .
With weather in it.
Jason Emerson
~
I wrapped it in abox.
Blue paper splattered
With red.
White, crisp tissue paper
damp with crimson
Conceals
What I intend to
reveal.
Lift it with both hands
Cupped in your palms.
, Feel the rhythm
And the slick, vascular
surface. '1
Luscious.
Ah, now you. - ~
Open your mo~~h
Bare your.teeth
Sink them througf» .
. .' , .... -.~~Jl.;- .-.._--.-, ......:---:-... - ._'., .'" .....,. -- _..'-.'.
Through the QiIlfice-'
raised to your lips,
Flowsmy life.
Drink of my love,
orande I.
orande I.
Photographic & Poetic Images B~ Baruch's Artists
Troneiatione att:empts tooffer diurse imag~~aTlfl·interPreta,tionsora specific. theme. 'lfyolfrjJ~i.n~-9f-oieui isn't represented, feel free to .'
. _ ,.' '..,.: .,;, ;' _.;submit.Youpcreiiaons. Forinforrnrrt:inn cnnt'u.t Ddrren nl-·1UI9~6"Ttia. : . . " _. J.
. -,.. - . ··~7'!.C~TW:.I~~)"!'.!!!1I.~.'~!I:,j,Y"~:"·''4}f1f~'· .."" ... ..;_ ,~- ..• ~~:t ...-..."",~,..~_ r....... ,'-.. -.4. ~ ....':
I had all twelve
Clusters of crimson
Nestled in cellophane
And that white paper
Splattered
With scattered hearts
I had all twelve
Nodding red heads
Spreading their crisp stalks
. In myshakingfist
For you
Red peeked out
As they walked by
And they all had all twelve
So...
I found this one
Head sagging with
Red
Enough red to
Blush every cheek- .
And fill in all .the roses
Balloons and cherries' .
In all of love's coloring books
...
And still have crimson left
For sunset's low shade
I found this one
. Red for you
'~"
.love is a
. . .-- Wingless--
bird
that soars
regardless
,,
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BasslForsters Pints 2.25
Coors/Lite Pints 2.00
Bar Drink 2.00
4pm - 8pm Mon-Fri
HAPPY
Lunch Specials $5~95
*'.....
.-;"~.
Experienced -American lad
teacher will help you learn or im- .
prove you English. Private lesson
in her Manhattan apartment. AI
levels of English. Conversation
diction, pronunciation, idioms, vo
cabulary building, proper gram
mar, term papers; TOEFL prepa
ration. Very patient. Female stu
dents only. $20.00 hr. Free consul
tation and evaluation. Call 212
679-4706
ENGLISH AS A
SECOND
LANGUAGE
Attention All Students! Over $.
billion FREE Financial Aid Is rio
available from private sectorgrant
& scholarships! All students ar
eligible (800) 263-6495 ext. F51331
***SPRING
BREAK 95***
I FINANCIAL AID
-
,.
--
"~MENT OF SPEECH
.. ' "~::",,( /2 .' . ; 5'.' , :" .
_vt~)fOU TOh /-J
r4..A.OOIf; ;"'<' "·S<FOR " "
.#>_'~~/$T >'~:~'2'~>:~ "W FORt
L Splflnq P~odUCTlon of
"-~A"i"~"'~
By GeoRqe BeRnaRD Sbaw .
';":;:~JWeonesoay, FelnzuaRy 15, 19951
':~~TbuRSda~ FehRuaRy 16 19'95~~ 0 , ,
.;'~.'; .
'<';' 4:30 p.m. 'TO 7:00.p~m.
SmDlo Theame, Room 911 (23 ROSy. BLOq.)
FOR FURTheR znF0Rp1auon:.ConTaCT PRoF~FeRRaR aT387-1350
.~ .' .~
';":~~:. , .
.,.
Individuals and Student Orga-
nizations to Promote SPRING
BREAK '95. Earn substantial
MONEY and FREE TRIPS. CALL
INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS 1-
800-327-6013
Part-time technician in eye
doctor's offer in A&S Plaza (33rd
6th ave.). Will train. Must be out-
going and people oriented. Call Rit
212-967-4177
HELP WANTED'
ALASKA JOBS
fARTTIME'
Fisheries. Earn up to $3,000-
$6,000+ per month. Room + Board
+Transportation! Male/Female. No
expo necessary! (206) 545-4155 ext
A51332 .
IWANTED I
•
to
0>
0>
,....
to
,....
Men/Women earn up to $480 America's #1 SpringB reak Com
weekly assembling circuit boards/ pany!Cancun,Bahamas,orFlorid 316 ~~. ,~ ~ bet:
electronic components at home. 110% Lowest Price Guarantee! ....f.,..,yfA, ~LVen.Ue C'...
Experience unnecessary, will train. Organize 15 friends and TRA
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B.B. King
Blues Summit
MeA
"***
rullll
Artist: --
.··---Album:
Label:
Rating:
The latest fads in the music
industryare duet albums or trib-
utes. Personally, I hope we have
seen the last of these concepts,
It's totally overkill already. B.B.
King has fallen into that trap,
but has done a decent job of
accomplishing it with his latest
project, "Blues Summi't." One
of the better tracks with Albert
Collins, "Call It Stormy Mon-
day" features .some of-the best .
blues playing you'll ever hear.
My personal favori t e ,
"Everybody's Had The BIues," a
duet with Joe Louis Walker con-
tains some of the tr.uestblues
lyrics I've heard in a long time.
So, if you want my opinion, go
buy "Blues Summit," but here's
hoping that his next album fea-
. tures all ofrhi s own written ma-
...,~~
terial because a great original
blues album is rare these days.
By Bennet Maurer
..
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support through hard times. All
R&B and hip hop fans should have
''My Life." Unlike all the booty
shaking imitators, Mary's life is
true.
By Edward Rodriguez
NEXT ISSUE
SHERYL
CROW,
~~_.
BRAND
NUBIANS"
. ,
AND·MORE>/-
***
Redman
DareizaDarkside
DelJam Records
****
Mary J. Blige
My Life
UptownlMCA
****
**
Artist:
Album:
Label:
Ratin~
Artist:
Album:
Label:
Rating
: FAIR -
•
•
•
: GOOD-
•
•
•
With "My Life" Mary J. Blige
reaffirms herselfonce again as the
Queen of Hip Hop- Soul. Truth-
fully, this is not saying much con-
sidering how wack R&Blhip hop is
but this is easily one of the best
R&B albums released inyears. The
album's pure, original sound is a
result ofexcellent production done
by Chucky Thompson and Sean
''Puffy'' Combs. The combined sam-
pling of hip hop breaks and classic
soul give the album a truly fresh
vibe with an old school feel. In the
end, however, it's Mary's singing
that takes the album to the next
level. She sings with a passion and
feeling that conveys her belief in
what she is saying. This is seen on
the' title cut, where Mary looks in-
side herselfand the man above for
-RilTLNGS BOX::
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With the breakup of EPMD in
1992, thedismantlingoftheoriginal
Hit Squadwas inevitable. So what's
happenedtothem? PMD and Das
EFX have remained to form the new
Hit Squad, no one knows where K-
Solo is, so that leaves Erick Sermon
and Redman bothdoingsolo projects.
After..Redman'S outstanding debut'
in '92, Redman found himselfgoing
gold and numerous biters ofhis rap-
ping styles and the funk. In '94, I
guarantee more biting due to
Redman's improvement on the mic
(ifthat's possible). All ofthis consid- .
ered, we can see that "Dare Iz A
Darkside" is a serious effort to make
original music and realer, deeper,
hip-hop. Standouts include
"Rockafella " "Green Island" and a, ,
follow-up from the previous album,
"Sooperman Luva II." "CosmicSlop"
features Erick Sermon and the
"ghetto-technical" Keith Murray,
and myfavorite track"We Run N.Y."
hastheamaaingfemale from Brook-
. lyn, Hurrieane Gee. Dare definitely
iz a <lOPe album. . .
,By,Manny RodJ;jguez
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urban or minority dominated
areas?
.Georgia Powers wrote in her
new book that she had a year
long affair with Martin Lutb.er
King. I guess Ms. Powers was
interested in more than Dr.
King's dream.
.Oscar Meyer is now cutting
down its fat content in their
meats. I heard that they are
actually thinking of using real
meat for a change.
I keep waiting for Tonya
Harding, Joey Buttafuco,
and John Wayne Bobbit to get
called as "character witnesses"
for O.J.'s trial.
The White, House has an-
nounced that it is trying to pub-
licize all of Bill Clinton's ac-
complishments to fight off the
Republican attacks on him. Be-
sides Whitewater, consuming
McDonald's food, and having a
case of loose .eyes for the. fe-
males what else has he done?
.<..J Jesse Jackeon has justian-
.~~. "'--:'0'-
nounced that 'he is ,unniiig"ror
President in 1996... I still won-
der what the heck he does to
make a living, never mind fun-
ning for president!
-
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COLLEGE STUDENTS•••
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DESERVE
A BREAK!
BR !
Spring break ... Summer break ... Winter bleak...
Now here~ the best break of aD:'SRAEL8IIEAK!Enjoy
;~:;f::;;;~to:;~~'~";::
. cqI'..re, . , .
::' .. ;::;:.; /f-" <: .. '. . .,.. ..... '-'. .,'- .. :" .:. . '-,-.: .....:" ~ .. ';:' .''S .' <-.< •
spoon into. warm tortillas, if de-
sired. Makes four .servings.
*Southwestern Chili Sauce: In
medium bowl, mixoneeight-ounce
can tomato sauce with onion, one
four-ounce can peeled, chopped
mild green chilies, 1/4 teaspoon
ground cumin, 1/4 teaspoon dried
oregano and 1/8 teaspoon ground ::.i::}:
red pepper' ..&
copyright 1995 by King Features
Syndicate
By Bennet Maurer
You can tell the conservative
tide of our country by what is
being released very shortly. The'
Brady Bunch' will soon appear
on the silver screen. What is
going on? What's next? The life
. and history of Pat Boone? Or
better yet, Leave It To Beaver
'the movie..
David. Bowie's wife, Im.an;
has just announced that they
are having a baby. I wonder
which one is the father.
Based on Colin Ferguson's
testimony so far, I feel that the
case should have 'cameras in the
. courtroom. Maybe they should
release what he says on record
because it would make for a lot
more laughs than the Jerky
Boys movie.
Mario Cuomo turned down a
chance to run for president of
the U.S., and turned down a
chance' to be a justice of the
Supreme Court to pimp Dor i tos
chips during the Super Bowl.
Some liberal, next I heard that
he is up for a McDonald's ad.
Why. don't we ever see Ed
McMahon giving out his Pub-
lishing Clearance Awards to
. ".-"..'
chicken pieces in a ring inside po-
tatoes, overlappingabout one inch.
Mix 1/2 cup of Southwestern Chili
Sauce (recipe follows) with corn.
Place in center 'of platter. Spoon
remaining chili sauce in a one-inch
stream between potato and chicken
pieces. Sprinkle green onions over
corn. Cover tightly with plastic
wrap, turningback one side slightly
to vent steam. Microwave on HIGH
11 to 13 minutes, until chicken is
cooked through and vegetables are.
tender crisp, rotating once halfway
through cooking. Serve 'as is or
Dogg Pound, Naughty By Na-
ture, CraigMack, DJKid COpri,
and-others.
Jennifer Beals and Denzel
Washington will star in "Devil
In A Slue Dress, n a movie set in
the 30's. It'sabout an ace detective
called Easy Rawlins.
Luke Campbell of2-Live Crew
. is trying t-o come out with a girlie
magazine called Scandalous. It
was suppose to come out in Janu-
ary '95, but Luke wasn't happy
with some of its content, so it will
be coming out soon.
R&B Singer, Shanlce will be
performing in Broadway play, Les
Miserables' from January to
March.
, Dionne Warrick is headed for
Brazil as the new spokesperson for
a Brazillian tourism.
Mercury recording. artists,
Rusted Root will be going on tour
with Spin Doctor starting Febru-
.ary 17th. They will be in New York
on March 11th at the Beacon The-
ater.
. Dave Matthews Band will per-
form live at Roseland on February
23rd and 24th.
ImIT§ -rs-
ftDllEUmJ§
Cooking with The Ticker,
Southwestern Potatoes and chicken
A poetry reading by Billy
Collins and Joseph Lease will be
presented at The New York Public
Library's 96th Street Branch lo-
cated at 112 E. 96th Street on Sat-
urday, February 18th at 2:00 p.m.
.Admission is free.
Arsenio Hall has signed a fea-
ture film and TV production deal
with, Columbia Pictures.· He will·
be able to produce and star in his
movies himself. He'll also be able
to do television stuff....maybe a
sitcom.
Sinbad winbestarringin a new
film where he' will playa DJ who
gets fired because he doesn't go by
the rules of the' radio station.
Queen Latifah has just" signed
a new r-ecord label deal with Elektra
Entertainment Group. Latifahwill
be the youngest recipient of "Soul
Train's" Sammy Davis, Jr. Award
this March. The queen reigns su-
preme!!
The first hip hop documentary
movie called, 'The Show" will be
coming ou t soon.Tt's an inside look .
at the rap music industry. A'spe- .
cia1rap concert was filmed in Phila-
delphia and will be incorporated in
the movie. It includes perfor-
mances by Snoop Doggy Dogg's
31
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1 pound potatoes
1 -pound b-o-ned and skinned
chicken breasts
2 cups corn kernels or 110-ounce
package frozen corn , thawed
Southwestern Chili Sauce"
2 Scallions (green parts only),
cut 'into 1/2-inch pieces
Flour tortillas, optional
Scrub potatoes and cut crosswise
into liB-inch thick slices. Cut
chicken into 1x2-inch strips. Ar-
range potato slices around edge of
a 12-inch round microwave platter
or 11x15-inch oval platter. Place
". ~
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Erika Jaeger
as Ronda'
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David'Steele
as Ricky
._---~--_..__.~-
PRESENT
by Ted Tally
directed by Jeffrey D. Stocker
The Theatre WorRshop
presentation of
Jeanne Langston
as Cheryl
Back bY-..-popular
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Baruch College and The National Arts CI~b
in collaboration with the Alcoholism Council F'ellowship Center of New York
Thursday, February 16, 1995 1:00 PM
A story about "Spring Break" with a lot of beer drinking
and learning' how to grow up
The Theatre 'Vorkshop is .sponsored by the Christopher D. Smithers Foundation
Jeffrey Buehl
as Clint
Baruch College Auditorium • J7 Lexington Avenue @ 23rd Street • New lOrk City
.-.........--.......-,.,........",..----------------.,-.;..._._-_.__. _.
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7:00 - 9:00'
Evenings
7:00 - 9:00
7:00 - 9:00
6:00 - 9:00
. 6;00- "9:00
2:30 - 4:30
2:45 - 4:15
2:30 - 4:30
1:00 - 3:30
1:00 - 3:30
Fitness Center - Room 1120
Days
1:45 - 5:00
2:15 - 5:00
·3:00 - 5:00
1:00 - 5:00·
12:00 - 5:00
6th Floor Gymnasium
Mondays . 12:00 - 4:00
Tuesdays 12:45 - 4:00
(volleyball S:
basketball)
2:45 - 4:00
12:45 - 3:30
10:30 - 12:30·:
(soccer)
12:30 - 3:15
(basketball)
There will be no evening recreation on March 6, 13, 20, 22 & 27
due to Men's Volleyball matches.
Wednesday
Thursdays
Fridays
Baruch Colleg~
Recreation Hours
Pool
Mondays
Tuesdays
Wednesdays
Thursdays
Fridays
Lockers are assigned by Mr. Ralph Sirianni
in the 7th floor balcony. Proper ID
(including current bursar's receipt) to be
presented on request.
NO GUESTS.
APPROPRIATE AITIRE IN ALL
FACILITIES.
TBA
TBA
7:00.
7:00
.6:00
7:30
7:00
Staten Island 7:00
CUNY TBA*
Athletic Conference TBA*
Championship TBA*
Hudson Valley
Championship
"CUNY TBA
Athletic Conference TBA
Championship TBA
YorkCollege
Sacred Heart
John Jay
USMMA
CCNY
Bard College 1:00
. Jersey City State 7:00
Yeshiva 7:30
llpcomina: Games
Men's Basketball
Februan
Wednesday 15
Monday 20
Wednesday 22
Friday 24·
March
Saturday 4
Monday 6
Tuesday 7
Bold denotes home game played in the sixth floor
gymnasium at 17 Lexington Avenue (23rd Street)
All times, dates and locations are
subject to change. Please contact the
Physical Education Department for
any possible changes.
"The CUNYAC Championship matches will be held at
the Lehman College Apex
TII]) llIf$lIIml1]lrr~n I83 $l~Ik® ll1ID$lnTI
I . . I. . . I
Tournament Begins March 2nd
Rosters are due by February 27, 1995 and schedules will be posted starting February
28, 1995. To sign up (individual or team), go to. rOOIll 1120 in the 17 ux/23rd Street
building. All games will be played during club hours on Thursdays and/or
Wednesdays at 6:00 pm. For any further information or questions, contact Ray
Rankis at 387-1276.
.Men's Volleyball
February
Wednesday 15
Monday 20
Thursday 23
Monday 27
Thesday 28
Women's Basketball
February
i Friday 17
I
I. Saturday 18
I
I Monday 20
Wednesday 22
Friday 24
I
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. LO-KEY
RAJA-NEE
.s'TRG-8
BARRY IV1IITE
. JEMINJ
BL4CKS1IEEP
VANESSA IVILLIAAfS
AfARK W1IITFIELD
(~/fRJSTIANAICBRJDE
,SUBWAY
ROTTEN RAZKALS
EDDIEF
STATE OF EMERGENCY
MONTELL JORDAN
VYBE
REDAlAN & A-fETHOD MAN
GRA VEDIGGAZ
ALLEN & ALLEN
GOSPELS GREATES HITS VOL 11
ACT NOW AND SEND IN YOUR TEAR OFF
LOOK FOR THE PGD (BLUE BOX) AT
THE TICKER
HAVE YOU EVER HEARD OF THE FOLLOWINGARTIST!/·~.
. :
IF NOT
FilL OUT THE TEAR OFF
AND RECEIVE A CASSETTE, OR CD SINGLE OF THE
FOLLOWING ARTIST
- ", ..~ -
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL ME
AT
POLYGRAM GROUP DISTRIBUTION
LISA ANN MARRIOTT
BLACK COLLEGE REPRESENTATIVE
1-800 274 7957 VOICE MAIL #1105
NAME
ADDRE~S:;;:S:-----------------------
AGE
TELE;::PH;:-:O~N:-;:E;:-;#:---------------------
**DEADLINE FEB 28TH, THE WINNER RECEIVES A $50 GIFT CERTIFICATE**
DINNER FOR TWO
SO HURRY UP WHILE THE OFFER STILL LASTS!!!!!!
.. mark
vvhiUield·
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awards and they broke records.
One of Gretzky's teammates once
commented that Gretzky not only
made his teammates by his play
butbyjustbeingon thesame team.
His teammate said thathere was a
guy who came off the ice every
single night with a lookonhis face
that said "I gave 110 percent
tonight, did you? When you play
with the greatest player on the
planet and heplaysthathardevery
night, how can you give any less?"
It is hard to dominate a game
when you are not in it. In fact it's
downright impossible. It is for this
reason that I hesitate to include
names from football. With the era
of two-way players long gone, it is
hard for anyone player to· take
control of a game. Surely Joe
Montana is one of the best
quarterbacks toeverplaythegame
but if the offense is on the bench
there's not a thing he can do to
dictate the game. I freely admit
that if my team is down by a
touchdown with the length of the
field and 2 minutes to go I want
Montana, in his prime, throwing
the pigskin. But if the other team
has the ball and is running it down
my throat with a minute to go,
-Ioes just another expensive
cheerleader on the sidelines. So
call them "football superstars" if
.you . wish but. not "super-stars"
thank you very much. The same
theory holds for baseball players
as well.
There are several players out
there who would claim to be
superstars but by the definition
above cannot rightly claim it. I
freely bestow the label 'great' on
several of them. Charles Barkley
comes to mind at once. Barkley is
pure entertainment· and in his
prime, dominated games at will.
Never blessed with great skill,
Charles dominated because of his
huge will to win. There are those
who would say that Scottie Pippen,
byvirtue ofhis three rings deserves
the label as well. To these people I
would say that Will Perdue has
three rings as well. Pippen may be
a great player now but without
Jordan he's batting 0 for 1 in terms
of rings. Last year was his year to
prove himself worthy of the
superstar tagand hecameup short.
Hiscareer isn't overyetbut for now
he is just' a-great player. A lot of
great players happened to simply
have played in the wrong eras.
Think ofall those players who had
the misfortune to play inthe NBA's
Bird-Magic era, the Gretzky era in
Edmonton or all those World Cups
that Pele won with Brazil.
There are potential great ones
out there. While potential may he
themostunforgivingword to attach
to a sports figure there are some
out there who would seem to be on
the inside track. Here is my short
list of people, who given the right
situation canbe 'superstars'; Grant
Hill, Rasheed Wallace, Ronaldo.
titles and records taken together.
Having given the definition very
few playerscome to mindthat I have
seen myself who truly deserve the
label. Bird, Magic, Vivian Richards,
Gretzky, Pele, Jabbar, Hakeem,
ImranKhan,Jordan, MarkMessier;
Mario Lemieux, .Diego Maradona.
Check everyone of these guys'
records.' They all excelled at every
level, they were all clutch players
and, most importantly, they all won.
They won the titles, the individual
freshmen these days IS
immediately expected to
contend. When will people
realize that the Fab Five were
simply, amazingly great
together and the situation was
perfect for them. By the way I
.dorr'teven consider the Fab Five
to. be the greatest recruiting
criss ever. That honor I give to
the North Carolina freshmen
class the year before the Fab
..Eive.v'I'hat group .included Eric-
Montross, Derrick Phelps,
Clifford Rozier, Brian Reese and
Pat.Sullivan . Rozier transferred
out to Louisville but the rest of
the class won both the ACC title
and a national championship.
None of the Fab Five have won a
championship or even the Big
Ten title and it doesn't look as if
Ray Jackson and Jimmy King
will do it, in this, their last year
either. Anyway, back to St.
John's. Tarik Turner, Zendon
Hamilton and Felipe Lopez will
be great together. For now St.,
John's is simply a young team
making young team's mistakes;
lousy defence, inconsistent
performances, complaining in
the media. They will learn and
they will become very, very good.
Seattle's Gary Payton showed at
the All-Stargame last weekend why
he is already one ofthe top five point
guards in this league at such a young
age. The steals, the defence, the
great open court ability, the court
vision, it is all there already. The
game also showed that when 'Grant
Hill begins to stick his outside J
consistently he will be unstoppable
in the league. He shouldn't worry
too much about it though. Jordan
.had to do the same thing as well.
A personal Baruch observation
here people. The administration
may be missing the bigger picture
with all the holes in the walls ofour
new Student Center. Instead of
looking at it as simple vandalism, I
look it as some potentially great
kickboxers down there in PRIDE
waiting to be discovered, that's all.
used sparingly in my opinion. A
sport superstar is the player who
wins games by themselves when it
is necessary; The player who can
say to the rest of his teammates
'jump on my back and I'll win this
one for us." It is the one who
elevates his game' when the
occasion demands it. The oneswho
save their greatest performances
for thebiggestgames. Sucha player
by the very nature ofthe definition
can be measured only in terms of"
deal being wrong for Phoenix
but I disagree. The Suns were
never about the future anyway.
They are a team for the here
and now. Ainge is ancient and
Barkley is on borrowed t i me
because his desire is no longer
enough. The Manning deal
proved to me that the Suns
management's goal is to give
Barkley the championship ring
as his retirement gift. So I say
hey, grve up Dan Majerle.and a
couple of draftpicks for Scottie.
No one else seems to want
Scottie right now anyway and
besides Majerle has so fallen in
love with the three point shot
that his once great inside game
has deteriorated totally. His
defense, once a huge part of his
game, .has also fallen off
considerably. (Take heed! John
Starks, take heed!)
So I've seen my Knicks play
the Magic three times now and
the same old truth still holds.
The Knicks are their own worst
enemies. If they don't beat
themselves they can play with
and beat anyone in this league,
including Orlando. What they
give up in talent to teams like
Orlando, Phoenix and Seattle
they make up for in great
defense and work ethic.
So Mark Jackson went to
Indiana advertised as the last
piece of the championship
puzzle for that team and instead
winds up on the bench in coach
Larry Brown's doghouse. For a
former rookie of the year
Jackson has certainly come a
long w.ay and a lot of people
would argue that it's been all
downhill as well. Would it have
been any different if he had
stayed in New York?
The sound you hear is
everyone jumping off the St.
John's bandwagon. Poor St.
John's. They suffered from what
I call the Michigan Freshmen
Curse. Any team with more
than two very highly recruited
ho is and who isn't
By Richard Browne
Like the walrus said the time has
come to talk about many things.
About the term "superstar" and its
correct usage. About the real ones,
thewannabes andthe onespossibly
to come.
There are many abused words in
the sports lexicon these days but
the misuse of "superstar" may be
the most greivous. It is recognized
as the highest praise that can be
bestowed and as such should be
JUS~Y
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By Richard Browne
The person I feel most sorry for
these days is the Rutgers
basketball coach Bob Wenzel.
How often do you have a team
like UMass down by 2 at the
half without Marcus Camby
playing for them. He probably
gave the pep speech of his life
and had his Rutgers team ready
to go in the second half. He
walks out for the second half
and what does he get instead, a .
student protest that shuts down
thewholegame. Nowthematch
is going to be played at some
neutral site and it looks like
Camby is going to be available
to play in it.
Danny Manning decides to
forego lucrative contracts to
sign with Phoenix last ye~r,
taking a pay cut to try to win a
title. Well it worked for Deion
Sanders but now Danny is
facing the second anterior
cruciate ligament operation
and rehabilitation process of
his career. Yes, he went on to
be an All-Star after the first
one but he won't be getting the
same kind of numbers waved in
his face as he was last year.
Phoenix will make him an offer
because they recognize the
sacrifice he made but they're
businessmen too. You know
the figures wi l l not be huge. I
almost feel sorry for 'Manning,
but not quite. He took a chance
and it didn't work out. There's
nothing noble about him
playing for a small salary this
year either. The way he saw it,
this was his chance to get a
ring and then the money as well
as a "hired gun."
So now what does Phoenix do
about this year? Pippen may
be the answer. Much as I dislike
Scottie, after Hakeem I
consider Scottie to be the best
player in the NBA. He can play
all the positions Manning did
and better. People may talk
about giving up the future in a
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By John Voross
They finished third in last year's
CUNY tournament. Their female
counterparts won their CUNY tour-
nament earlier this year and now
Baruchhas a chanceto dowhatHunter
Collegehasdonefor thepastfew years,
have both a women's and men's cham-
pionship volleyball team.
Theiroverall record thus far is 3-2 (I-
I in CUNYAC) with the last three
games (Mt. St. Vincent, CCNY and
Hunter. lasting five sets each.
"So far, so good," was the way assis-
tant coach Richard Mai described the
men's volleyball team. "It should be
Another
Yeal;
Another
SeasonOf
Men's
Volleyball
-.-.r
The Baruobmem's volleyball team before a recent g~e
the same as last year, maybe better, Mai, "they were the champions for
we neverknow. Ifwe've got a full team many years. But we have confidence
we can expect a CUNY champion- tonight, we feel wecan beat them." He
ship." . added thatYorkseems to bethe stron-
Like many other coaches, lack of ger team in CUNY this year, but that
players attending practice and games every team is equally talented.
is the biggest problem for the volley- They did lose some players from last
ball team. Mai does expectthe team to season, mostnotablyan outsidehitter,
make the CUNY finals thisyears but Narces Phanor, but Mai believes the
warns that injuries could quickly new players will be strongenough and ,
change all that. perform well enough to take up the
Their rnost, recent lIlatch was against slack~ftby ~depat<tare~ofPhanOr~
Baruch's longtime rival, Hunter, who Their abilities Will be tested on Feb-
are also the defending champions. ruary15, when thevolleyballwill have
"Hunter used to be very good," said togoup againstYork inanawaygarne.
-I~In
Contenders
Or
Pretenders???
a~ alwa~~. rebuttal~ arQ welcof"'r""e
By John Voross
Another Super Bowl has come and
gone and again, the great matchup
that is designed to crownthe greatest
teaminprofessionalfootballwasnoth-
ingmore than a scrimmage match for
theNFC.
It's beginningtoget ridiculous, these
outrageous scores must stop. Every
year, millions of dollars go toward
promoting what was once the great-
estgame ofthe entire football season.
The money is still there, probably
now more than ever, but the game is
gone. Since the Bears won back in
1986, almost every Super Bowl since
has been an utter blowout. The ex-
ceptions are ofcourse the heart-stop-
ping game between Buffalo and the
Giants(whocanforget thatone)which
was decided in the final seconds, and
Super Bowl XXIII (San Francisco
against Cincinnati) which was de-
cidedinthe final minutes. Otherthan
that, the NFL championship game
has been bland and boring.
The NFC finals have taken upon
itselfthe task ofdeciding who will be
the champion. Mostfootball fans will
agree, whoever wins the AFC doesn't
really matter because there is no way
in the foreseeable future thatanyAFC
team can dethrone their powerful col-
leagues. It has become sad to watch
theSuper Bowl. Veryfew people seem
to care anymore, it's become just an-
otherexcuse to go out, go to a party, get
drunk and call in sick the next day.
You know troubles are brewingwhen
more attention is paid to the commer-
cials and the millions spent on them
rather than the game. If the Super
Bowl wassolelydesignedtobea money
maker, then it'sdoingthejobextremely
well. The onlyquestion is, whydoesn't
the NCAA look at this and realize the
amount of money that will pour in if
the had a championship game them-
selves, rather thanjust voting on who
. -
wins.
One of the most asinine things in
sports, even more so than the triviality
of the Super Bowl, is that the college
football champion is voted on. With
the amountofmoneygeneratedby the
championship games in the NFL, and
all thebowlgames onandaroundNew
Year's Day, why doesn't somebody
wake up and create what could per- .
haps be the biggest sports money
maker. Just one more game, that's all
we ask for, just one more so the cham-
pions can prove themselves.
Ifthey can keep the Pro Bowl, an-
other mockery ofprofessional football,
an event even more boring than the
Super Bowl, they can make one more
bowl game for the NCAA. Every year
it's the same thing with the Pro Bowl,
sports journalists rip it to shreds say-
ing how bad and trivial a game it is.
Maybe it would be better to place it in
the middle of the season like every
other sport does. Of course very few
people will agree to it due to risks of
injury. The Pro Bowl, like every other
all-stargame, is for the fans. Once the
SuperBowl is over, no one cares about
football until next fall. Some things
need to be changed in football. ,
. None of the problems are gravely
serious for the game of football, they
. are just changes that would be nice to
see in the future. People will always
tune into the Super Bowl no matter
how mismatched it is. H only they
could make it a bit more exciting.
